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THE THOUGHT A"ID ACTION OF SOME EARLY TEXAS BAPTISTS
CONCER:'oIING THE "IEGRO
by Jerry Berlyn Cain
rraditionally Texas' Baptists have not been cordial toward the black citizens of their
stale. The stale's largest Protestant group condoned slavery, encouraged the Civil War
and supported segregation with its "separate but equal" paradox. Their institutions
zealously supported evangelism among Texas Negroes but were lethargic in securing for
blacks their civil and social rights. White Baptists supported Negro education as long as
blacks went to their own schools. Negroes were encouraged to start their own churches
rather than aHcmpt to join with the whites. Since the early 18508 Texas Baptists were
leaders in keeping the blacks in their place-which was either down on the farm or across
the tracks with their own kind.
But the situation is changing now. The tide began to turn in 1951 when Wayland
Baptist College in Plainview opened its doors to Negro students. Austin Baptist
Association accepted a black church into full membership in 1955 and soon other Baptist
institutions and organizations began to follow suit. Now a general policy of integration and
cooperation exists between Texas' white and black Baptists.
It is significant to note that this openness is not entirely new to the state. Many of the
earliest Baptists that migrated into this area held positions and attitudes very similar to the
feelings expressed now in Baptist churches. Although the ecclesiastical ancestors of
totlay's Baptist were often slave owners, they were eager to receive Negro members into
their churches and often gave them places of leadership and authority. Though social
outcasts and legal chattel, Negroes were given a measure of dignity, creativity, and
equality in Texas' original Baptist churches.
The first section of this study will reveal the thought and action of these religious
pioneers toward their black neighbors while under the rule of Mexico. The second
segment will report their attidues and actions during the Republic of Texas. Summations
and evaluations will be included in appropriate places throughout this work.
The Texas Baptist story prior to the revolution of HB6 is disconnected and
fragmentary. 1 Because of Mexican laws therc could be no openly organized, cooperative
Baptist work before IH36. Thus the early history of Texas Baptists and their relationships
with Negroes must consist of isolated incidents and short biographies.
Joseph L Bays had the distinction of being the first Baptist preacher to proclaim the
gospel in Texas. He crossed the Sabine Riverin 1R20, preached a sermon, and baptized the
first Texas convert into the Baptist faith. Bays moved into Texas with Austin's coloniLers
and secured land as part of the original three hundred settlers. In 1823 he was arrested by
Mexican authorities for preaching in San ....clipe, Austin's headquarters. He was able to
club his captors and escape into Louisiana until 1836 when he again moved into Texas to
stay.
Bays had come to Texas from Virginia by way of Kentucky and Missouri. Being in the
border states, he was evidently in contact with both pro-slaver~" and abolitionist
sentiments of the day. His biographer mentions very little of his personal life and leaves no
record of his thought and action concerning the Negro. 2 To determine the position of this
pioneer Baptist leader on the problem of white Baptist relations with hlacks is therefore
impossible.

Jerry Herlyn Cain
T('xa~',

i~'

Director of Recruitment at Wa:dand Baptist College, Plainview,
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The second Baptist preacher to enter Texas evidently had strong feelings in regard to
the Negro question. Freeman Smalley visited Texas from Ohio in approximately 1822 in
search of his sister who had ventured into Texas with her husband. Smalley entered Texas
from the north and preached in this region thinking he was still in Arkansas. After finding
his sister in safety and good health, he returned to Ohio until 1848 when he moved to Texas
and established residence in Williamson County, near Roundrock.
Smalley was a dedicated abolitionist and unashamed to declare his feelings on
slavery. Evidence exists that he organized the first anti-slavery church in Texas. This
abolitionist church was somewhere in Williamson County on Brushy Creek. 3 Smalley's
stand on the issue of slavery made him unpopular with the majority of Texans who forced
him to leave the state in 1866. No further record of his abolitionist church is available. 4
Another early leader was Thomas J. Pilgrim who landed in Matagorda Bay in 1829
and proceeded to San Felipe de Austin where he became a close friend of Empresario
Stephen F. Austin. Pilgrim was a Baptist and opened the finit Sunday School in Texas.
Trouble with Mexican authorities soon forced him to close his school.
During the 1836 Texas Revolution, Pilgrim feared that enslaved Negro servants in
Texas might join ranks with the Mexicans. He wrote to Austin expressing his distrust of
the Negro and warned him to be prepared for such a happening.~ Although a native of
Connecticut. this father of Texas Baptist Sunday Schools later espoused the cause of the
Confederacy and promoted it in every manner he could. 6
Daniel Parker was probably the most influential Baptist during the early days of
settlement and a man of outstanding leadership abilities. He twice served as a senator in
l1Iinois and was later elected to the Congress of the Republic of Texas in 1839 but was
refused his seat since ministers were ineligible to serve. On his first visit to Texas in 1832
he construed the Mexican colonization laws as forbidding only the organization of a
non·Catholic church in Texas. Parker felt it legally correct to move a previously organized
Protestant church into Texas. In 1833, therefore, he founded the Pilgrim Church of
Predestinarian Regular Baptists 7 in JIlinois and it began its trek into Mexican Texas. In
January, 1834, they passed through Austin's colony on their way to East Texas.
When Parker left lllinois, there were seven white members in his Pilgrim Baptist
Church. On March 1. 1834. of the 121 members in the congregation, at least five were
black. The roll of this early Baptist church includes the following Negroes:
Thomas. (Blackman)
Hannah. (Blackwoman)
Nat a Blackman
Easter a Colared Woman
Qually a Collored Man 8
These five hold the honor of being the first black Baptists in Texas. This first Baptist
church in Texas apparently accepted Negroes on an equal basis with whites from its very
beginning.
A positive attitude toward the Negro population was continually taken by the
Primitive Baptists during these early years. Parker's Pilgrim Baptist Church ordained the
first black Baptist minister in Texas. The minutes of their October, 1853 meeting read:
Appointed Brethren Reuben Brown and J. kennedy a committee to Se John
Davis and enquire of him if he has any objection for the Church to liberate his
Slave Brother qualy to exercise in public if she [the churchJ thinks his gift is
profitable. ~
This "Slave Brother qualy" was probably the Qually mentioned in the 1834 list of
members since the church records do not mention any other Negro with a similar name.
This commiuee reported at the next business meeting:
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took up the refference whareupon the Brethren that was Apointed to visit Mr.
John A. Davis in order to obtain his consent to the Liberation of Servant Qualey
to exercise his gift in the Church. Made a report favorable to the Same under
certin Restriction. the repart was received and the committee discharged. 1o
There is no mention of the restrictions placed upon Qually's preaching nor is there any
record of him ever preaching. Thus it is impossible to determine if his ministry was to
blacks or whites.
Qually's ministry was not above reproach. In November, 1859, a committee of two
was appointed by the Pilgrim church "to Visit Brother qualy and Enquire into his
disorderly conduct." 1] One month later the committee reported and was discharged.
There is no record of their report on Qually's disorderly conduct nor of any punitive
action. Other members of this church were often examined for drinking, cursing, dancing,
failing to pay debts, and other moral offences. One can assume that Qual1y's offence was
of a like nature.
Also in the fall of 1833, John Parker, Daniel Parker's father, left Cole County,
Illinois, and came to Mexican Texas. He settled with his family on the Navasota River
near present Groesbeck in Limestone County. The Parkers were Hardshell Baptists and
highly religious. In 1834 they build parker's Fort as a protection against marauding
Indians. Ten weeks after Texas had won independence at the battle of San Jacinto. several
hundred Indians attacked Parker's Fort killing many inhabitants. They carried into
captivity nine year old Cynthia Ann Parker who spent the next twenty-five years living as
an Indian.
None of these early Baptists were slave holders. No reference is made to Negroes in
the lists of people present at Fort Parker during the Indian attack. Of the thirty-one or
thirty-four inhabitants of Elder John Parker's settlement, none were black. The reason for
this is not known. They came from Illinois and may have had northern anti-slavery
sentiments. Theirpoverty may have kept them from owning slaves. Religious feelings may
have also prompted them to avoid buying black servants. While their motivations cannot
be discerned, the fact remains that the Baptist pioneers at Fort Parker owned no
Negroes. 1z
In 1834, two years before the Texas Revolution and four years after slavery was
abolished in Texas, Reverend Isaac Reed came to Texas and settled north of
Nacogdoches. He helped organize the first missionary Baptist church in East Texas in
1838. Reed was a man of considerable means owning two leagues of land (R,856acres) and
"a number of slaves." 13
In the party that immigrated to Texas in 1833 with John and Daniel Parker were
Captain Goldsby Childers and Reverend Isaac Crouch. Childers and his wife, who was a
devout Baptist, settled on Little River in Present Bell County where Reverend A. N.
Morrell preached his tirst Texas sermon in December, 1835. Isaac Crouch, along with
Abner Smith, organized the second anti-missionary Baptist church in Texas. the
Providence Church, which is located on the Colorado River about fifteen miles below the
present town of Bastrop. He remained a member of that church from its founding on
March 29, 1834, until January, 1835. This church has ceased to exist and its records have
been lost. l4
In the spring of 1836 after the fall of the Alam(l and Goliad, Childers, Crouch, and
others from the vicinity of Nashville fled to Fort Parker for safety. The Childers family of
nine plus six other men, including Crouch, returned to the Childers' home on Little River
to plow and plant the spring corn crop for themselves as well as their neighbors who were
still absent. Early in June, 1836, two riders came to the Childers' home to report the battle
at Fort Parker and warned these people to flee to Nashville for safely. On the way to
Nashville they were attacked and Crouch was ki11edY
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In this party ofTexan~, composed mostly of Baptists, there were no Negroes. Ifthey
had owned slaves, [hey would have taken them back to their farms to help plant the com
crop before the planting season had passed.
Another early Baptist family, the John Harveys, moved to Texas in 1836 from
Georgia, bringing among their possessions a colored servant girl. During an Indian raid on
their home neaT Calvert that same year. all of the family was killed except the Negro slave
girl and six year old Ann Harvey. The black girl was captured and later sold to another
group of Indians at Waco. She was never heard from again,Ul
A. C. Horton and his wife came from Georgia to Texas in 1835 and lived llscfullives
as active Baptists. He served at Goliad with Fannin but escaped the massacre and became
a wealthy plantation owner at Wharton and Matagorda. Horton was elected
lieutenant~governor of Texas and served as acting governor while Governor James
Pinckney Henderson was fighting in the Mexican War. As alayman, he served as a trustee
for Baylor University and was a deacon in the Baptist church at Matagorda.
Horton owned a large number of slaves which he evidently moved to Texas from
Georgia. He often held religious services on his plantation for them. He and his wife
greatly affected the life of their pastor, Noah Hill, by their constant Bible reading and
prayer with the blacks. In the words of Hill, Mr. Horton "always cared for Negroes in a
religious way_ "17
Thus. in the early years of Anglo colonization in Mexican Texas, three different
opinions concerning the social status of the Negro population can be seen in the actions of
Baptists who pioneered in this area. Some early Baptists ignored Mexican laws prohibiting
slavery and moved into Texas with theil' servants. Others came without slaves and seemed
uninterested in owning any, while a third group, such as Freeman Smalley, was militantly
opposed to slavery.
Of the ten Baptist leaders in the state under Mexican rule, three were definitely slave
owners and another, Thomas Pilgrim, probably owned slaves. These slave
owners-Harvey. Horton and Reed-all came from southern or border states and were
missionary Baptists. Pilgrim was aJso missionary minded but migrated from Connecticut
by way of New York into Mexican Texas.
Five of these patriarchs were not slaves holders, and one was an avid abolitionist. Of
these, Daniel Parker, John Parker, Goldsby Childers and Isaac Crouch, were
anti~missionary Baptists who came from the northern part of the U.S. 1 H Abolitionist
Smalley came from Ohio but was missionary in belief.
During these years of state supported religion in Texas. two clandestine Baptist
congregations appeared. One died an early death, leaving no official records of its
activities. The other accepted Negroes on an equal basis with whites and even allowed
them important places of leadership. Both these congregations were anti-missionary.
Thus geographical and theological orientations affected Baptist attitudes toward
blacks in Texas. If anti~missionary Baptists had remained the majority in the state, blacks
would have enjoyed a more humane situation than they later encountered. Most of these
Baptists came from the northern United States and were probably affected by anti-slavery
beliefs.
The Baptists who eventually dominated the state came from the southern half of the
U.S. and were theologically missionary and evangelistic. These people deliberately
disobeyed the Mexican Law of April 6, 1830 which prohibited owning slaves. They openly
promoted Southern raCial ideas while they taught and evangelized their blacks. It is
impossible to determine from this study whether geographical origin or theological
interpretation were most important in determining Baptists' relationships with Texas
Negroes.
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If a majority of Raptists from the North, especially anti-missionary Baptists, had
settled in Texas mther than those from the South the possibility of slavery's legal
establishment in Texas plus the misery of the Civil War and the period of segregation
would have been lessened. But this was not the case. When independence was won in
1836, a flood of missionary Baptists from the South swept the Lone Star Republic and
made the anti-missionaries a rapidly declining minority. The Republic of Texas, like the
rest of the South, gradually increased in its pro-slavery and anti-abolitionist outlook and
action. Early nineteenth century missionary minded Baptists from the South were partly
responsible for this development.
Records indicate that when independence came to Texas in 1836, Negroes were
allowed membership in Baptist churches on an apparently equal basis with whites. The
early Baptist pioneer preachers, including James Huckins, Z. N. Morrell, W. M. Tryon,
and others accepted both black and white members into the churches they organized.
Since congregations were small, blacks and whites met together and worshipped at the
same time.
Zacharius N. Morrell founded the first missionary Baptist church in Texas in 1837 at
Washington-on-the-Brazos. This all-white congregation experienced so much harassment
by Indians and local citizens that the church dissolved in 1839. Morrell had started his
church during a period of depression and general hard times in Texas. Jobs were scarce,
the Mexicans still threatened, and the republic's treasury was too bare to pay its soldiers.
The vagmnt soldiers in Washington set up a prayer meeting in a local saloon to ridicule the
Baptists' prayer service. These soldiers would altend services at the church and then retire
to the local tavern to relive and mock the recent church gathering. Even the Lord's Supper
became the object of the mockers' delight.
Morrell reported that a Negro was one of the leaders in disrupting this first missionary
Baptist church. The problem came to a head early in 183R when three Protestant ministers
arrived in Washington to hold revival services in the local billiard parlor. On the second
night of the services the derision reached its peak. A soldier behind the building, near an
open window, held a chicken in his arms. As the congregation began to sing, he would
cause the chicken to squall and the large Negro soldier would put his head in the window
and shout at the top of his voice, "Amen and Amen!"
Reverend Morrell soon lost patience with the detractors and rose from his seat to
position himself next to the window, his hickory cane in hand. Once again the hen
squawked and the Negro put his head into the window to yell. But this time Morrell used
his cane to strike the soldier in the face with all his might. The Negro carried a scar over his
left eye for the rest of his life and the mockers in Washington were silenced for a time. I!!
Upon learning that Texas was independent from Mexico, Reverend Isaac Reed
commenced construction of the Liberty School building just north of Nacogdoches and
taught there for a short period. On Sundays Christians of all faiths united in the Liberty
School for worship and soon became known as Union Church. Reed and R. E. Green
officially organized this group into the tirst missionary Baptist church in East Texas. The
minutes read:
At Liberty School House, Nacogdoches County, Texas on the first Sabbath in
May, 1838, after preaching by Elder Reed and Robert E. Green, the following
named persons came forward with letters from Baptist churches in the United
States and professed their willingness to constitute themselves into a Baptist
church. John Eaton. Mrs. Betsy Eaton, Charles M. Whitaker, Sarah Tipps,
Mary Crain, Ruth AndersQn, Emily Knight, Anthony (a slave), and Chancy (a
slave).2o
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That afternoon when the church doors were opened for new members, a slave named
Jackson and seven whites were admitted into membership. Anthony, Chancy, and
Jackson were thus the first official black missionary Baptists in Texas.
Anderson Buffington was a charter member of this Union Church of Nacogdoches.
He was characterized as being odd, eccentric. weatherbeaten, uneloquent, cutting,
fearless. and argumentative, Buffington fought alongside Sam Houston at San Jacinto,
later edited a paper entitled The Trantula during 1840, and bore the nicknames "Buff,"
"Tmntula," and "Old San ]acinto."21 He began working "without money and without
price" as a lay missionary to the Negroes in 1848 and served until his death in the 1880s.
Buffington worked faithfully at this calling but showed a warped sense of history when in
1856 he reported to the Baptist State Convention that "the original design of the
importation of Africans to the Christian shores of America was purely to Christianize
them."zz He declared that abolitionists were the tools. of Satan and opposed them at all
turns.
On behalf of the Union Church, Reed, Green and Buffington wrote to the American
Baptist Home Missionary Society in 1838 outlining needs in Texas and requesting a
missionary, Nearly two years later on January 24, 1840, missionary James Huckins
arrived in Galveston and organized a church. On February 9, two weeks later, three black
people were received into the membership of this newly organi7ed church. 23
Gail Borden, Jr. was a charter member of the Baptist church at Galveston, having
been baptized in the Gulf of Mexico by James Huckins on February 4, 1840. Eight years
later he was to serve on the Baptist State Convention's original Committee on Colored
Population. Borden published one of Texas' first newspapers during the Texas
Revolution, The Telegraph and Texas Register. He later gained wealth by perfecting a
technique for condensing milk which established the Borden Milk empire.
Though a slaveholder, Borden supported emancipation and the North during the Civil
War, stood forthe rights of black people, and did much t~ promote their well·being. 24 In
1822 he used his influence to liberate a free Negro that had been rustled in Indiana. 25 When
Stephen Pearl Andrews, the Baptist abolitionist, was fleeing a Houston mob in 1843,
Borden befriended him, protected him, and tried to secure for him a public hearing. 26
When the Civil War broke out, Borden, then living in New York, sided with the Unionists
and supported Lincoln throughout the c.ontlict. He later donated two lots containing a
church, parsonage, and other buildings to the African Baptist Church in Galveston in May
of 1868.27
The second Baptist missionary to Texas, W.M. Tryon, arrived in 1841 and followed
the general pattern of equal and integrated membership practiced by Huckins and other
Baptist leaders. Soon after his arrival, he reorganized the defunct church at Washingtonon-the-Brazos witp ten white and two black members, Anderson Buffington became a
charter member of this reorganized church. Tryon conducted the first baptismal services
ever held in the Brazos River and the first convert baptized was a slave girl. 28
Other new missionary churches were appearing all over the state and all seemed to
follow the practice of equal and open membership. Carroll notes:
Minutes of many of the older Baptist churches, such as Independence and
Chappell Hill in Washington County, Caldwell and Providence in Burleson
County, Anderson in Grimes County, Concord in Red River County, and
Huntsville in Walker County, stale that Negroes were preached to regularly and
thal many of them were baptized into white churches. 29

Daniel Parker's anti· missionary Pilgrim Baptist Church continued to accept black
members and dismiss them with letters of good standing when it became necessary for
them to move. 30 In June, 1840, this church met and proceeded to business:
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A Black man by the name of Thorn. Presented a letter to the Church of
recommendation from his master Mr. Wm. J. Hamblitt, and informed the
Church, That he was reccved in to a Baptist Church at Rarefeet meeting House.
and was Baptised by Elder Luster, in the State of Tennessee, which some of the
members of the Church knew, That he look a letterfrorn that Church, andjoined
a Church in the western district Called Spring Hill Church. from which he took a
letter, but from some cause, left his letter, and some of his close behind, with an
expectation of getting them, but as yet has failed, The Church being satisfied,
Received him into Fellowship, as by Relation, yet claimes the right to his letter
should it come to hand. 31
Non-missionary churches propogated themselves by appointing a delegation of
members from an existing congregation to meet in a separate location and serve as a core
for a new congregation. In 1841. Thomas. one of the original five black Texas Baptists,
was given the honor, along with six whites, of starting a new arm of the Pilgrim church in
Shelby County. Texas,32
At this time there were no separate black Baptist churches in Texas. Church
congregations were small with few numbering over thrity members. When they met for
worship, blacks evidently sat with blacks and whites sat with whites so that they could
socialize more easily. There was no required segregation. Since preachers were hard to
obtain. slaves and masters worshipped at the same time, in the same building, listening to
the same minister. U pan showing evidence ofa conversion experience, blacks and whites
were accepted into church membership.
Texas Baptists were represented by Stephen Pearl Andrews among the abolitionists.
Andrews. the son of a Hardshell Baptist preacher in Massachusetts, never officially joined
a Baptist church became he had never had a salvation experience involving "unbounded
exuberance of emotionality, melting into divine joy" which Baptists demanded.
Nevertheless, he always attended Baptist services and in 1840 even persuaded Union
Baptist Association to adopt a resolution urging the formation of temperance societies.
This young lawyer arrived in Texas in lR39 and quickly became very influential in
governmental circles due to his ability to handle cases of conflicting land titles that often
grew out of Spanish land grants. Because of his linguistic abilities, the Texas Congress
commissioned him to translate the laws and constitution of Texas into Spanish. 33
Andrews' plan for the abolishment of slavery in Texas was much less radical than
other plans. He noted that most Texans were more interested in finding the quickest way
to wealth than in spreading slavery. Gaining this wealth was always hampered during the
days of the republic Liue to a small labor force. Foreign immigrants avoided Texas because
of the influence of slavery and the unsettled condition of the government which was still at
war with Mexico. Andrews proposed that foreign aid would save the country. The
bottleneck to immigration would be ended if Great Britain would provide a loan to stabilize
the Texas government on condition that Texas abolish slavery. The British. who
previously had intervened in a war between Brazil and Uruguay on condition that
Uruguay abolish slavery, seemed very interested in Andrews' proposal for abolition in
Texa~. The support Andrews expected from Texas speculators and businessmen never
materialized, however, for it seemed they were more interested in preserving slavery than
he had anticipated. This Baptist abolitionist's :->hort, four year stay in Texas ended in
March, 1843. Even Gail Borden was unable to protect him and an irate Galveston mob
forced him to leave the state or be killed. 34
During this period of integration and munificence, Negroes were given limited
freedom to preach. Though it was illegal for a free Negro to preach the gospel or exhort at
any religious service or other meeting in Texas, 35 Baptists seemed to encourage qualified
slaves to preach. On the first Sunday in March, 1846, a young Negro boy named
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presented himself for membership in the Lorena Baptist Church after having previously
been questioned by the pastor. Z. N. Morrell. Jerry's testimony brought the congregation
to tears. He was baptized into that church and soon learned to read the Bible. The Lorena
church granted Jerry permission to preach and encouraged him to do so. Twenty·five
years later he was still preaching..17
Under the government of the Republic of Texas, Baptists and Negroes enjoyed their
greatest period of integration and cooperation. Negroes were accepted into membership in
Baptist churches on an apparently equal basis with whites though their names sometimes
were reserved for the bottom of the church roll. Black and white Baptists worshipped
together in the same building even though a natural but unforced segregation seems
evident in their seating arrangements. Some slaves were even given places ofleadership in
preaching and organizing new churches.
This fraternizing was probably necessary for both groups to survive. Since Indian and
Mexican raids were imminent under the unstable Texas government, blacks and whites
depended on each other for mutual protection. Generally plantations and farms were small
and those Baptists who owned blacks could afford to own only a few. This personal
relationship between owner and slave went a long way in creating good will. Since church
congregations were small and struggling, they gladly welcomed all converts, black and
white, into membership and fellowship.
But as prosperity and stability began to creep into Texas, so did distrust and
segregation. As plantations grew, relationships between Baptist owners and slaves
became less personal and more mechanical. When Baptist congregations outgrew their
facilities, it was easier to meet for two Sunday worship services than to construct a new
building, The most logical division was between blacks and whites.
The seeds for segregation were sown in the early integrated churches. It was a
mistake to always note black members in church records as being "colored" or "a slave"
or different from the white members. Segregation was also encouraged by the natural seating arrangements that developed when whites sat together and blacks sat with their kind.
Any attempt to bridge this gap would have helped maintain good relationships.
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[The best and most complete book on Texas Baptists in this era is James Milton
Carroll,A History ofTexas Baptists, edited by J. B. Cranfill (Dallas, 1923). The value of
this work lies in its extensive reproductions of original materials. A shorter but equally
readable history is Joseph Martin Dawson, A Century with T.exas Baptists (Nashville,
1947). Others are: Robert A. Baker, The Blossoming Desert: A Concise History of Texas
Baptists (Waco, 1970); L. R. Elliot (ed.), Centennial Story of Texa.~ Baptists (Dallas.
1936); B. F. Fuller. History afTexas Baptists (Loui:wille, 1900); B. F. Riley, History of
the Baptists of Texas (Dallas, 1907).
2Walter Louis Tubbs, "Elder Joseph L. Bays, A Pioneer Texas Baptist Preacher"
(unpublished Th.M. Thesis, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1916).
~Carroll,

History of Texas Baptists, 23-27.

4The Brushy Creek Baptist Church was constituted at Roundrock by R. H. Taliaferro
and R. G. Hickman on February 5, 1854, with ten members and E. Daniel as first pastor,
In 1857 A. W. Elledge was pastor. Brushy Creek was at the organizational meeting of the
Little River Association in 1855 but was not mentioned as a member after 1857. She never
joined the Austin or Leon River Associations which also functioned in Williamson
County. If Smalley founded an abolition church at Brushy Creek, it was after 1857 and did
not cooperate in any associational activities. No extant primary sources mention Freeman
Smalley. See Little River Baptist Association, Minutes of the Annual Meeting (1857),
11·12.
5WeOlIail G. Addington, ;'Slave Insurrections in Texas," Journal of Negro History,
XXXV (October, 1950), 412.
HearroII, History of Texas Baptists, 43.

7ReguIar Baptists will be called by several names throughout this paper, including
Primitive Baptists, Hardshell Baptists, and anti-missionary Baptists. In essence they
taught that if a man was predestined to be saved, he would be saved regardless of human
activity and interterence. In contrast the missionary Baptist took seriously Jesus' command
to convert the lost and spent much time and energy in evangelistic activities.
R" Records of an Early Texas Baptist Church, Part I," Quarterly of the Texas State
Historical As.wciatiofl, XI (October. 1907), 92-96.

9' 'Records of An Early Texas Baptist Church, Part II," QlIartertly ofthe Texas State
Historical Association. XII (July, 1908),23.

lO"Records of an Early Texas Baptist Church, Part lI," 24. The practice of
"liberating" a person to preach did not involve giving him legal freedom from his master.
It was simply an ordination or licensing procedure which gave the candidate approval to
preach by the local congregation.
ll"Records of an Early Texas Baptist Church, Part II," 39.
12Carroll, History oj" Texas Baptists, 45-50. Mildred P. Mayhall, Indian Wars of
Texas (Waco, 1965), 102-106.
1:ICarroll, History of Texas Baptists, 119-122.
14J. S. Newman, History uj" the Primitive Baptists in
Territur)' (Traga, 1906),37-38.
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17CarroU, History of Texa.\" Bapti.\"I.\", 498-503, 68.

18The main theological statement of the Primitive Baptists is Daniel Parker. Views on
the Two Seeds (Vandalia, Ill., 1826). No mention of the matter of slavery is made in this
book.
19Z.

N. Morrell, Flowers and Fruits in the Wilderness (4th edition: Dallas, 1886),

82-84.

2°Quoted in Mary Jane Powers. "Old North Church," Junior Historian (September,
1950), 19.

21"Intercepled Correspondence," Texas Baptist (Anderson. Tex.), November 7.
1855,2.
22Baptisl State Convention, Proceedings of the Annual Session (1856), 15.

23Carroll, History afTexas Baptists, 144.

24Charles Shively, .' An Option for Freedom in Texas, 184Q-1844,"]ournaf afNegro
History, (April, 1965),87.
25Joe B. Frantz, Gail Borden: Dairyman to a Nation (Norman, 1951),50.
26Frantz, Gail Borden: Dairyman to a Nation, 170.
2iFrantz. Gail Borden: Dairyman to a Nation. 271.
2sCarroll, History of Texas Baptists, 253.
2HCarroJl. History of Texas Baptists, 253.
30" Records of an Early Texas Baptist Church, Part I," 117, 125.
31"Records of an Early Texas Baptist Church, Part I," 116. Original spellings and
punctuation retained.
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34Shively, "An Option for Freedom in Texas, 1840-1844," 78-96.
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.1·'Andrew Forest Muir. "The Free Negro in Harris County, Texas," Southwestern
Historical Quarterly, XLVI (January, 1943),215.
36This quite probably was Jerry J. Rianhart. later of Navasota, who was one of the
great leaders in the formation of Negro Baptist churches in Texas. Jerry was converted
during slavery days and helped fight Indians off worshippers. Lewis G. Jordan, Negro
Baptist History, U:SA., /750·/930 (Nashville. 1930). across from 24.
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TEXAS'S INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT CRISIS OF 1856:
FOUR REMEDIAL PLANS CONSIDERED
by Earl F. Woodward
On June 19, 1856, State Representative J. S. Sullivan of FL Bend and Austin
counties-a proponent of state owned-aod-operated rail and waterway facilities in
Texas-wrote to spirited editor John Marshall of the Austin Texas State Gazette his
assessment of the current critical need for an updated transportation system:

The entire public mind seems now to be so thoroughly aroused on the subject of
Internal Improvements, that the early adoption of some system appears more
than probable. The great future of our State will assuredly be most vitally
affected by that policy, which may be adopted. We are, indeed, now, in an
important crisis in our history.
The "crisis" of which Sullivan wrote had stemmed from the fact that of some forty·odd
private state·chartered railroad companies in Texas, two had built a paltry sixty miles of
track north and west out of Houston and Harrisburg at Galveston Bay, while the others
had produced nothing at all. 1
This, coupled with a dismal river improvement record over the past years, inspired
Texans from farm to legislature to consider four main schemes that culminated in passage
of the so-called "Railroad Loan Bill" and "River Bill" in August of that same year. The
former gave private milroad companies sixteen sections of land plus state loans of $6.000
from the Special School Fund for each mile of finished track, while the latter set up a state
fund out ofthe treasury to pay contractors to clear for navigation the obstructed rivers and
bays.2
The rail-water improvement question had been a factor in state politics since 1853, if
not earlier. In the gubernatorial election of that year, Representative Lorenzo Sherwood
of Galveston-an advocate of state-owned railroads-supported Senator John W. Dancy
of the La Grange District. Dancy, in opposition to Elisha Marshall Pease who at that time
supported the private rail builders, asked that the $10,000,000 payment received from the
federal government in the Texas-New Mexico boundary settlement of 1850 be used for
constructing state milroads. Pease's ear, however, proved closer attuned to public
sentiment than were those of the state plan men: the people elected him to office, and
incidentally recorded their opposition to a state system of not only railroads but also of
waterways ..1
The state system advocates did not tire easily. Sherwood's plan gained heavy support
on Galveston Island owing to the persuasive prodding of editorials in Willard
Richardson's Galveston Weekly News. Richardson opposed private rail companies
because he believed that they "must necessarily possess interests antagonistic to those of
the people, from whom they expect to make their profits and their fortunes. "4 He was
obsessed, also, with a fear that the snag-filled lower Trinity below Liberty-very
destructive to steamboat commerce-was encouraging East Texans to dispatch their
cotton and timber overland to New Orleans, instead of to Galveston, his beloved "Island
City. "5 Similar fears drove other Texans to invent remedial internal improvement plans.
Soon four of their elaborate schemes were circulating for popular consideration.
Sherwood's so-called "State Plan" was supplemented with another of like hue authored
by the aforementioned J. S. Sullivan, while two loaning policy schemes made bids. They
were the "Iron Rail Loan Bill" sponsored by Representative M. L. Merrick of Bexar
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County (San Antonio), and the Railroad Loan Bill written by Senator Edward A. Palmer
of Harris County (Houston). These plans are compared in the charts below 6 ;

I. THE STATE SYSTEMS
SHERWOOD'S STATE PLAN
Objectives, unique to each one:
1. State builds 1,500 miles of tra~k.

SULLIVAN'S STATE PLAN
State builds unspecified number of
miles of track.

Funding:
1. State borrows 15·30 million dollars,

pays off this principal with new
Internal Improvement Sinking Fund.
2. State establishes Internal I mprovement Tax of 10-15 cents per $100
property valuation to payoff loan

State appropriations and two million
dollar Special School Fund combined to

form Internal Improvement Fund.
State establishes school tax of 7 cents
per $100 property valuation to replace
interest lost from Special School Fund.

interest.
3. State waterway improvement program with no set amount of funds.

State allocates $3,000,000 for railroads,
$200,000 for waterways.

Special Problems:
I. Such large borrowing debt would require a constitutional amendment. 7
Common Points:

t. Sale monies from 50,000,000 acres of state lands to be used.
2. Railroads to begin at Galveston, and at Powderhorn on Matagorda Bay, then build in
northerly direction toward Red River; also, fan out to reach San Antonio, Austin.
and East Texas.
3. Waterway jobs aim at improving Galveston Bay, creating intracoastal canal from
Brazos Santiago to the Sabine River.
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II. THE LOANING POLICIES
MERRICK'S IRON RAIL LOAN BILL
Objectives, unique to each one:
1. Private rail companies build three
tfunk lines, out of Sabine Pass,
Galveston Bay, and Matagorda Bay;
then, build northward on prescribed
routes to meet the proposed transcontinentals near 32nd degree
paralled of north latitude.

PALMER'S RAILROAD LOAN BILL
Existing private, state-chartered rail
companies to continue with virtual free
choice to build on routes described
in charters.

2. Clear waterways for navigation.
Funding:
1. State-owned rails loaned to private
companies after first 25-mile section
graded for superstructure.
2. State buys rails with money from
$2,000,000 Special School Fund and
sale of 75.000,000 acres of state lands;
companies pay for loaned rails in
installments.

State loans given private companies
after first 25-mile section is completed
for service.
Money to come from $2,000,000 Special
School Fund; be loaned at rate of $6,000
per mile of track.

3. Two hundred thousand dollars of
Special School Fund set aside to
improve waterways.
Common Points:

1. Both plans provided land grants of sixteen sections per mile.
2. Both required companies to pay state with six per cent interest.

In 1855 Governor Pease switched his support substantially in the direction of
Lorenzo Sherwood's State Plan. He backed the imposition of an internal improvement tax
at the rate of fifteen cents per one hundred dollars property valuation; this sum would be
combined with the Special School Fund to finance a ten-year state construction program.
When a group of Galveston promoters questioned him, however, the governor qualified
his stand. He said that he would support either of the loaning policy bills if the people
indicated such a preference. Pease feared that any loaning policy must fail because private
financiers would withhold investments, owing to, as he expressed it, the "well founded
supposition, that no rail road in this State will, for many years to come, pay a fair interest
upon its cost.' 'H
If, indeed, the loaning policy bills must fail, then any chance of making internal
improvements was imperiled. This was true because the state plans were opposed by such
prestigious Texans as Sam Houston and Thomas J. Rusk, both of whom were currently
members of the U. S. Senate. They believed that building trunk lines in the Southwest was
a waste of time and money, that Texas should aid the promotion of the proposed
transcontinental lines through her lands to the Pacific, and that connecting rails to the Gulf
Coast would follow naturally _\l
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In the fall of that year, Sherwood's scheme suffered a shattering blow. On November
16, 1855, the Galveston representative spoke in the house on the subject of the
Kansas-Nebraska Bill, a highly-controversial topic related to the slavery question.
Sherwood put together an indiscreet choice of words that left him open to charges that he
was, indeed, a free-sailer! This, of course, was anathema in Southern-oriented
ante-bellum Texas. His pro-slavery colleagues quickly showered him with questions,
demanding to know where he stood on the most heated topic of the times. Sherwood
angrily bellowed out that he did not think of black bondage as being a .. Divine
institution," 10 thereby literally ruining both his political career and the chances for
passage of a state system so closely identified with himself.
Meanwhile, even as Sherwood spoke, Senator Palmer's Railroad Loan Bill was
meeting with early approval in the halls of the legislature. Since his was the only one of the
four plans that did not provide for waterway improvements, a "River Bill" was added.
First indications were that legislators would vote their own interest. For instance,
Representative M. D. Ector of Rusk County introduced the Railroad Loan Bill in the
house. Henderson was the county seat of his constituency, and, undoubtedly, Ector was
intent upon helping the troubled Galveston, Houston, and Henderson Railroad reach that
town. He also wanted to begin, at long last, construction of the proposed Henderson and
Burkeville Railroad. Henderson thus would be connected with Galveston Bay and Sabine
Pass, the latter via the Sabine River from Burkeville down. Shipping of East Texas's
timber and cotton, not to mention other crops, would quicken and bring about an economic
boom. In like manner, Senator James M. Burroughs introduced the River Bill into the
upper chamber with intent to improve his area's Sabine, Angelina, and Neches rivers for
cheap shipping down to the Mexican Gulf. 11
Palmer's loaning policy scheme rested comfortably upon firm support from such
prominent Houston railroad promoters as William Marsh Rice, James H. Stevens, and
WilliamJ. Hutchins. They were dedicated to the advancement of Houston's commercial
growth against that of Galveston, which meant forging their blossoming "Bayou City"
into being the premier railroad center on Galveston Bay. These men left newspaper
support for their loaning policy up to the editor of their own Houston Telegraph, and to
John Marshall at the Gazette office in the capital. Marshall, an uncompromising slave
expansionist, could never bring himself to forgive Sherwood for his house speech. His
dislike for the Galvestonian glowed with such heat that even after Sherwood succumbed to
the pro-slavery accusers and resigned from the legislature in May 1856, Marshall got
satisfaction out of writing crudely that the islander was a "putrid excrescence in our
State." l2 S. A. Thompson moved into Sherwood's vacant legislative seat and immediately
delighted Marshall and the loaning policy camp by declaring that he was "not so tied
down" to his predecessor's State Plan' 'as to oppose blindly every other theory which may
be proposed."13 Thus the Galvestonians began to tack, veering generally away from the
failing state system and toward a loaning policy. In June, Representative John Henry
Brown of Galveston set the course that most of his constituency henceforth would follow;
he decided that, if necessary, he would accept Palmer's Railroad Loan Bill, but only after
working in the legislature "to divest it of every doubtful and dangerous feature. "14
Throughout the first half of 1856 numerous railroad conventions had been held
statewide to determine popular sentiment on the improvement plans. Each elected
delegates to attend a general convention at Austin on Friday and Saturday, July 4-5. The
will of that convention was intended to guide a special session of the legislature which
Governor Pease had called to deal with the internal improvement crisis. It turned out that
a majority of these delegates favored a loaning policy that was dose to the terms of
Palmer's Railroad Loan Bill. They asked the legislature to permit the state to "loan to all
Railroad Companies, which shall have completed twenty-five miles of road, a sum
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approximating to one-third of the cost of construction; [and) not less than six thousand nor
more than eight thousand dollars per mile" from the Special School FundY

The state system people. however, still would not down easily. John Dancy helped
write a strong dissenting minority opinion at the Austin convention. Sherwood and
Sullivan tried to inspire theirfalteringfoJlowers by publishing theirfirrn conviction that the
loaning policy was nothing more than certain improvement schemes that had already failed
to lay promised tracks in Missouri. Georgia. Alabama, and other southern states. Then
Sherwood announced that he would speak in Galveston on Monday,July 7, in the wake of
the Austin convention's adjournment. He hoped, presumably, to try to convince his
fellow islanders that he was, indeed, a loyal Texan and not a free-sailer. His try, alas, was
doomed to failure. A battery of I sland City businessmen under the aggressive leadership
of William Pitt Ballinger, the influential merchant capitalist, aligned themselves against
Sherwood. They had been embarrassed by Sherwood's folly in the legislature, he
denounced him, and had followed Representative Brown's cautious entry into the
Railroad Loan Bill camp. Now they would suffer no return of the villain Sherwood, and
they bluntly threatened him with violence ifhe mounted the rostrum. Sherwood retreated;
he cancelled his speech, pleading the dearness of maintaining public safety. John Marshall
happily wrote in the Gazette afterwards that "Galveston has at last done her duty."l~
Several days later, in mid-July, Palmer's bill faced heavy amendatory debate in the
house. Representative J. W. Throckmorton introduced it, guided it past several attempted
revisions, then succer ·-Jed in securing passage of his own important amendment that
eliminated loans to the .1alveston, Houston, and Henderson Railroad for its fifty-mile
span then under construction south of Houston. Throckmorton represented the
north-central railroad counties of Denton, Collin, and Cook which had expressed in their
convention held at Dallas a desire to link their sector with Houston. This could best be
done through extending loans to the Galveston and Red River Railroad that was already
building northward out of its Houston terminus. 18 This was the key to the Railroad Loan
Bill's success: link the Dallas area to Houston for steamer shipping out of Galveston Bay
to New Orleans and abroad. The pending transcontinentals-when finally built-thusly
would be tied into the Gulf Coast. The mainland would prosper, although Galveston might
die. To this Throckmorton-Palmer scheme, neither the Island City nor the southern leg of
the Galveston, Houston, and Henderson Railroad were essential.
With Sherwood finally ousted for certain, Sullivan's bill was the last hope for a state
system of building railroads-but it lacked popular support. l:he adoption of the Railroad
Loan Bill, give or take a few amendments, appeared certain at the current special session
of the legislature. Among high state officials only Governor Pease still expressed a strong
preference for a state system. 17
Since the Galveston. Houston, and H enderson'~ proposed trackage up to the Bayou
City was left dependent upon private funds and prior state land grant laws, Galveston's
Representative Brown tried to make the best of the discriminatory situation. He
succeeded in writing into the Palmer bill the exclusion from loan benefits of all railroads
below Houston in the bay area. 1 \! Brown and officials of the Galveston·based line had
become convinced that Houston's Galveston and Red River company wanted to use loan
money to lay tracks down to the island. Holding the bill's financial advantage, the Houston
road conceivably would build faster than the Galveston. Houston, and Henderson;
capture the Galveston line's territory, and ruin its Island City promoters through
·bankruptcy. Now, with all lines excluded from loans, the islanders seemed to ask only for
fair competition; they henceforth would go it alone with their private railroad, chancing the
10s8. 20
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This Railroad Loan Bill became law on August 13, 1856. Governor Pease passively
refused to sign it, indicating that he still thought a state system the proper remedy for the
railroad crisis. Neither did he endorse the accompanying River Bill, and probably for the
same reason relative to the clogged waterways. The River Bill's life had already begun,
legally, on Augu!oit 1. It provided that a state engineer assign various waterway projects to
the highest bidders: that any SUbscription of $] ,000 or more, with five per cent actually
paid into a fund, be supplemented with quadruple amounts of state money up to a
maximum of $50 ,000; and that $15,000 each be provided for dearing the Red, Sabine, and
Rio Grande rivers in cooperation with the respective states of Arkansas and Louisiana,
and the Republic of Mexico-if they should choose to contribute matching sums. The
governor controlled the dispersal affunds under the River Bill, while he, the comptroller.
and the attorney general acted as a board of commissioners in allotting the Special School
Fund as individual loans to qualified private railroad companies. In both cases, the state
engineer was kept in close consultation. 21
On August 15, 1856, the legislature overwhelmingly elected William Fields of coastal
Liberty County to be the first state engineer. Fields, a highly-respected Democrat whose
ability and character was recognized even by the political opposition, conveniently
established his office at Galveston. 22 A modest man, just prior to his appointment he
apologetically confessed to having had "no experience in river improvements." He
vowed, however, to "endeavor, by every possible means, to inform & qualify myself, and
by ajudicious management of the fund appropriated advance the interests of every section
of the state. "23
Texans everywhere enthusiastically supported Fields' determination to make the
program a success. On August 4, with the River Bill only seventy-two hours old, editor
Edward Cushing of the Houston Telegraph gloated that "we ought to do wonders" in
opening up the waterways. ~4 On September 1, new railroad activity included an extension
of the troubled Buffalo Bayou, Brazos and Colorado Railroad Company charter;
chartering of the Sabine and Galveston Bay Railroad and Lumber Company (which
evolved into the important Texas and New Orleans line); and altering of the misnamed
Galveston and Red River Railway Company's name to that of the Houston and Texa~
Central Railway Company. Also, William Mar!>h Rice led a Houston group that secured a
charter for the Houston Tap and Brazoria Railroad Company. This line soon would dip
down into the "Sugar Bowl" of the lower Brazos bottom!> and literally siphon the cane
commerce away from Galveston. These four companie~-led by the Houston and Texas
Central which made the first application for a $150,000 loan in March 1857-plus the
Washington County Railroad between Hempstead and Brenham. and the ante-bellum
Southern Pacific transcontinental at Marshall, were the only lines given state loans. The
total amount wa~ $1.816,500, all transacted by the early day~ of the Civil War. This, with
the accompanying land grants, enabled the private companies to build about 331 of the
state's 492 miles of track that were operational at that fateful time. 25
The River Bill began its task even more from scratch than did the Railroad Loan Bill.
Certain projects had had their beginnings early in the decade of the 1850s, such as the
Galveston and Brazos Canal. David Bradbury, the project engineer, had opened the
waterway between West Bay and the river on May L 1854. The goal was to expedite
shipping from the Brazos bottom lands to the island's wharves. Further excavation
allowed the steamer Major A. Harris to make the tirst voyage through (he crude canal in
Decemherofthat same year. The waterway soon afterwards was expanded to dimensions
of eight miles by fifty feet by three and one-half feet. Ninety-five sections of state land
grants in January, 1856, was helpful, but the big financial boost that brought relief to the
promoters was the authorization for funds in the River Bill "to complete the Canal."~'"
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Under the state system plans. this canal was to have been part of a great protected
intracoastal waterway from the Rio Grande to the Sabine-but this ambition was only
implied in the River Bill. Dredging was planned along the coastal bays, while the rivers
were to be cleared from their mouths upward. Fields were given a fund of $300,000 from
the treasury to pay contractors. He awarctedjobs for the lower Colorado and Guadalupe
rivers near Matagorda Bay, and for the Angelina, Sabine, and Caddo Lake area in East
Texas; he did. however, arrange the job assignments in such a way that an intracoastal
canal and a cleared. navigable Galveston Bay would result. The bay jobs included clearing
the lower Brazos and San Jacinto rivers, cutting through sand bars and oy:<.ter reefs, and
dredging deeper West Ba~"s approach to the Galveston and Brazos Canal. Dependable
David Bradbury found that his experience in building the canal stood him in good stead on
these later contracts. He won several of the bids for the bay work. and earned close to
$38.000 by 1858. 27 The importance of opening Galveston Bay for heavier ocean traffic is
worth close attention at this time. It was to allow large, seagoing steamers to reach the
railheads at Hanisburg and Houston. Of paJ1icuiar importance to the Dallas-Houston
interests that had backed the Railroad Loan Bill was gelling these ships to the Houston and
Texas Centm[ railhead at the Bayou City. When all was done. northern Texas-its wheat,
tmnscontinentals from the :\1ississippi to the Pacific, everything-would have access to
the Mexican Gulfby rail at Houston. and could henceforth ship abroad from there overthe
navigable, sufficiently·deepened bay. This was the ultimate purpose of the Railroad Loan
Bill and the River Bill when meshed together.
The improvement in and around Galveston Bay was far more successful than at other
areas. The intmcoastal canal jobs went quite well, with the Aransas·to-Corpus Christi
channel being finished by year's end, 1857. By the start of the Civil War, dredging crews
had enlarged it to sixty by eight feet, enough to handle ocean freight. 28 No progress was
made. however, on opening a proposed channel from Corpus Christi to Brazos Santiago. HI
This was not unexpected since the prime effort was expended on dredging the channel
from Corpus Christi toward Matagorda Bay, and, eventually. the Galveston and Bmzos
Canal. 30 On other projects, the Colorado River was opened successfully, but only
remained so until 1860 when its giant raft rebuilt itself; the Brazos clearing effort fell rar
behind schedule. making it the only notable disappointment at Galveston Bay; and the
Sabine River job lagged and required a change of contractors. 31
Whatever shortcomings befell the internal improvement program are not traceable to
lack of effort or cooperation on the part of either Governor Pease or State Engineer Fields.
It is to the chief executive's credit, considering his basic lack of confidence in a loaning
policy, that he worked diligently to see the program through. Fields-there can be little
doubt-actually worked himse1finto an early gmve. He was ill on several occasions while
holding office, found the necessary traveling from project to project extremely tiring. and
at one time asked Pease to provide several temporary assistants for his tasks. William
Helds died in September, 1858. 32
Thus during the early 1850s internal improvements lagged in Texas and prompted the
passage of the state's first comprehensive rail-waterway improvement program. It
alleviated, ifit did not dispel, the crisis in transportation. The debate avera state system or
a loaning policy was long and intense. It was highlighted by a commercial war between
Galveston and Houston, and by strong desire among northern Texans to achieve a
transcontinental to the Pacific Ocean and a state railroad to the Gulf of Mexico. The
Railroad Loan Bill, devised by Houston interests, seemed the best solution. It pumped
state loans into the existing sluggish private rail companie~ and made Houston Texas's
premier ante-bellum rail center. The Railroad Loan Bill and the River Bill accomplished
this at the expense of Galveston. an island port steeped in colorful history, but destined
henceforth to a less competitive commercial role on the bay.
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JOHN H. REAGAN: UNIONIST OR SECESSIONIST?
by Philip J. Avilla, Jr.
Studies of Texas ...ecession have concluded that Texans voted overwhelmingly in
favor of withdrawal from the Union in 1861. 1 Yet, students of Texas during the Civil War
era have also contended that strong signs of U nianis! sentiment existed in the state until
the very eve of secession.
For example, onc histmian has interpreted Sam Houston's strong victory in the
Texas gubernatorial election in 1859 as clear testimony of this Union sentiment and the
election of Andrew J. Hamilton to the United States House of Representatives from the
western Texas district in that same year has been similarly interpreted. John H. Reagan,
elected along with Hamilton to the House of Representatives, has also received
recognition as a true Unionist in ante-bellum Texas. 2

When Texas finally seceded, however, Houston's opposition proved less than
forceful, Hamilton served in the newly elected Texas legislature, and Reagan withdrew
from Congress before his state seceded. Where had all this U nianist fervor gone? A study
of John H. Reagan during the years 1857-1861 strongly suggests that, in one instance, this
Unionism never existed.
Born in Tennessee in 1818, Reagan epitomized the American ideal of the self-made
man. At the age of sixteen. although he remained in Tennessee, Reagan left home to seek
his fortune. For the next four years he supported himself through various jobs and pursued
an education in his spare time. In 1838 Reagan ventured to the newly created Republic of
Texas, where for the next several years he worked at different times as a surveyor, farmer,
and teacher. Dissatisfied with these occupations, Reagan began to study law in 1846, and
one year later plunged into politics.
In his first campaign. Reagan won a seat in the Texas House as a representative for
the eastern Texas district of Nacogdoches. Although defeated two years later in 1849
when he ran for the state Senate, Reagan had launched a public career which would last
until 1903 and include service as a United States Congressman, Postmaster-General of the
Confederate States of America, post-Civil War leader of the Democratic Party in Texas.
and Texa:-o's first Railroad Commissioner.
More important for the purposes of this study, during those first two year:-o in office
Reagan expressed his sentiments toward the national issues of slavery . slavery expansion,
and the rights of the South. For Reagan, they all went together. To challenge the existence
of slavery or to prohibit the expansion of this institution meant to violate the rights of the
South. In response to recent attacks upon slavery expansion, including the Wilmot
Proviso of 1846, Reagan drafted a resolution, subsequently adopted by the Texas
legislature, which defended territorial slavery as a constitutional right. A decade later,
while a member of the United States House of Representatives, Reagan used this same
constitutional argument to explain why he would follow the path of Southern secession. 3
Reagan's personal defense of his action has served as proof that he actually possessed
true Unionist feeling, his defection from the Union notwithstanding. In his Memoirs,
written in 1903, Reagan insisted that as a member of the House of Representatives in the
35th and 36th Congresses, he struggled to maintain the Union. 4 Many of his ante-bellum
contemporaries accepted this estimate and generally referred to him as a man of high
principle anxious to serve Texas and the United States. A memberofthc Texa:-o legislature
who later opposed secession. James W. Throckmorton, described Reagan as a man "who
Philip J. A villo, Jr., formerly Editorial Assistant qf Arizona And The West, now lires in
West Falmouth, MaH.
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will give proper warning when danger, from whatever quarter, either North or South,
threatens-who will keep us marching to the music of the Union. . instead of one who
would be throwing firebrands, and endeavoring to tear ... " the Union apart. The Dallas
Herald. a major Texas newspaper of the period, considered him a true patriot, "an able
defender of ... the Constitution and a Union loving statesman,. ." while the Tyler
Reporter viewed Reagan as an enemy of "the fire~eating disunionists. "5
Historians, too, have praised Reagan's attachment to the Union before and after
secession. Reagan's most recent biographer eulogized [he former Texas congressman and
insisted that Reagan "loved and cherished the Union and stood ready to fight her
battles."6 L1erna Friend also placed Reagan in the Unionist camp and believed that "he
and the Houston faction were agreed in devotion to the best interests of the country. "1
Even after Reagan had seceded, David M. Potter. in Lincoln and His Pa.rty, used Reagan
as an example of the widespread Unionism in the South which Potter felt verified his thesis
that ··voluntary reconstruction" was possible until the time of the Sumter crisis. s
Throughout his public career. before and after the Civil War, Reagan always
professed that he had directed his entire energies when in the Congress or at home in Texas
toward the preservation of the Union. His actions and his words immediately preceding
the Civil War. however, destroy this facade and portray the real John H. Reagan as a
secessionist.
For a complete understanding of Reagan's actions during his tenure in the House of
Representatives. two words, southerner and Unionist, require definition. In 1928. Ulrich
B. Phillips contended that in a diverse SOllth, a unity among whites based upon a
"common resolve indomitably maintained-that it shall be and remain a white man's
country" had always prevailed. This passion for white control raged so intensely that by
1850, the southern clamor for states' rights "had come to mean racial security,
self-determination by the whites whether in or Ollt of the Union .... " In a more recent
essay, HSlavery and Race," James McPherson has drawn the same conclusion as Phillips.
To be distinctively southern, then. meant to be dedicated to the principle of white
supremacy and the maintenance of a white dominated society in the South. u
In 1860, the term Unionist had ditTerent connotations throughout the United States.
For example, southern Unionists demanded that the Federal Government provide
protection for ·'southern rights," such as the expansion of slavery into the territories.
Only as long as the Union preserved these rights were Unionists in the South actually
willing to remain a part of the United States. 10 Phillips discovered many conditional
Unionists in the ostensibly Pro-Union, Constitutional Union Party. for many of its
southern members only supported a southern rights interpretation of the Constitution. l l
As long as southern rights, so aptly grouped by Phillips under the rubric white supremacy.
were secure. many southerners preferred the Union. So acted John H. Reagan. A
southerner first. he "remained devoted to the Union until the Republican Party obtained
control of the government" and the South appeared doomed. 12
As a freshman Congressman in the 35th Congress, 1857-IR59. Reagan initially moved
unobtrusively in the background. Not until controversy flared over the proposcd
Lecompton Constitution did Reagan offer his views of sectional controversy. The
Lecompton Constitution provided for the entrance of Kansas into the Union as a slave
statc and, in Reagan's view, would also have strengthened the national power of the
existing slave states. Infuriated by the Republican Party's opposition to the bill, Reagan
declared that party "destructive of constitutional liberty.
of the equality and
sovereignty of the states..
of the rights of the people, and revolutionary in its
character." In the same speech. Reagan advocated a southern convention to discuss
methods for protecting southern rights. Furthermore. he warned, if the Republicans from
the North continued to tmmple on the constitutional rights of the South, thc southern
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states would move ·'to preserve their rights, their honor, their equality, and their
independence, under a separate government.'· As early as 1858, the Texas Unionist had
revealed the conditional character of his national sympathies. 13
While northern Republican attitudes toward the slave states continued to anger
Reagan throughout 1858, growing dissension within his own Democratic Party began to
alarm him. Feanul that a disunited South would be unable to retain political control or
equity with the non-slaveholding states in the North, Reagan reasoned that party strife
endangered the entire structure of southern society. To avoid such a calamity, he urged his
fellow Democrats "to surrender their private judgments to the conventions of the party,"
to bury their differences for the greater cause uf southernism. 14
To make his own constituents more aware of the danger which confronted Texas and
the South, Reagan delivered numerous speeches throughout his district during the
summer of 1858. Once Reagan indicated that the immediate threat came from the radicals
within the Democratic Party. Men such as William L. Yancey of Alabama, who had
formed a "League of United Southerners," had disrupted the party machinery and
weakened the solidarity of the national Democracy. Why form splinter parties, Reagan
asked? "The Democratic Party, on its present principles. is the best Southern rights party,
and at the same time, the best Union party." Ironically, Reagan's opposition to radical
southern views, while designed only to protect the southern way of life, superficially cried
out, "the Union forever," and contributed greatly to the growth of the Reagan myth. l~
For the next year, Reagan unhesitatingly voiced his opposition to radical goals. He
opposed secession; he denounced renewal of the slave trade; and he objected to
filibustering, such as William Walker's expedition into Nicaragua. Although in October,
1~5~, Reagan insisted that he "still looked to the Union as the. . anchor of his hopes," a
few months later he seriously qualilled his position. Opposition to the slave trade and
filibustering, Reagan proclaimed in April, 1859, did not mean that he "opposed the
acquisition of any Southern Territory .... " Rather, he heartily approved of the
acquisition of other slave territory "both for the spread of our [southern] institutions and
forms and principle of government." Moreover, Reagan believed that such additional
territory "would strengthen the power of the slave states. . to resist the sectional
fanaticism which exists in the free states,"16
By this time, Reagan, in common with many southerners, had come to equate
"seclional fanaticism" in the North with abolitionism and abolition as the primary goal of
the Republican Parly. When discussing the causes of the Civil War in his Memoirs,
Reagan wrote that "in 1856, the antislavery men were organized into a sectional political
party."17 Two years before secession Reagan asserted that the control of the government
by this "revolutionary and fanatical party," void of any' 'respect for the constitution,"
justified secession. Should political power fall into Republican hands, the Congressman
urged '"the states to fall back on their own sovereignty, and to resist the power of
usurpation by every means necessary."18
Had the Republican Party actually been an abolition conspiracy, secession might
have been a logical response for a slaveholding South to make to a Republican victory.
Reagan, however, exaggerated the objectives of the Republican Party, and it was in this
distortion of reality that he resembled Southern radicals more than moderate Unionists.
Regrettably or not, devotion to slavery and "moderation" were fully reconcilable in 1860;
extremism consisted in seeing abolition designs where none existed. 19
In an analysis of Abraham Lincoln's political career, Richard Hofstadter wrote that in
the "Northwest, the seat of Lincoln's strength ... most of the white people ... were in
fact not only not abolitionists, but actually -and here is the core ofmatter-Negrophobes."
Lincoln recognized this and in a speech delivered in Peoria, Illinois, the future Presi-
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dent stated. "we want them l the Territories J for homes of free white people.' '20 Allan
Nevins concurred with Hofstadter's conclusion and wrote that after John Brown's
raid in 19j9 "the Republican Party was ... widely misidentified with the abolitionists."
Nevins also emphasized the northern desire to keep the Territories white as well as
free, claiming that "Indiana, Illinois, and even Kansas were unwilling to take a single
additional person of color. "21 Maintenance of a uni-racial society in the North. then,
not the containment of slavery or the abolition of slavery, was the real objective of
the Republican Party. In this respect, the North and South shared the same goal. The
South hoped to maintain white supremacy through the geographical expansion of slavery: the North, through the confinement of the NegT~} to the southern states. Along
with William L. Yancey, R. B. Rhett, and other secessionists, Reagan had confused
anti-Negro sentiment in the North with abolitionism, an objective far from the minds of
most Republicans.
Although Reagan continued to advocate secession, his southern contemporaries still
envisioned him as a "union loving statesman, who cares less for his personal advancement
than he does for the good of the country. "22 Others, Reagan complained, denounced his
opposition to the renewal of African slave trade and tillibustering. In his Memoirs, he
stated that he had not planned to seek another term in Congress in 1859. Adverse press
opinion, however, persuaded him to nm for re-election primarily to impress a "sound
political morality on the public mind. "2~ In spite of his adverseries and his own fears of
defeat, Reagan overwhelmed his opponent, states' rights advocate, Judge William B.
Ochiltree, by a vote of 23,977 to 3,464. 24 This campaign, considered a battle between a
southern Unionist and a southern radical, caught the attention of the rest of the nation. Tn
Washington, D.C., the Nationallntelligencer described the contest as "warm," due to
thc fact that Reagan had "incurred the resentment of a portion of his political
confederates" for his stand against the filibuster and the slave trade. For thelntelliRencer.
a Reagan victory could only mean the triumph of southern "moderation."2~
. If Reagan himselfbe1ieved that he "could scarcely hope to beat all the politicians and
all the newspapers, "26 and thel nlelligencer thought he had alienated himself from many of
his supporters, how did Reagan manage to win so easily? Many factors may have
contributed to the victory but none more than Reagan's political acumen. Early in the
campaign, Reagan emphasized the right of the South to secede if the "abolitionist"
Republicans received control of the government, simply reaffirming a belief shared by
most southerners. During this same period, the Dallas Herald announced that Reagan
supported slavery and the domestic slave trade, another view shared in common with his
constituents. 21 Even more enlightening than these factors is the Texas Democratic Party
platform for the year 1859. As Reagan explained in his Memoir.~, a resolution in support of
the controversial slave trade and filibustering failed to gain the support of the
convention. ~8 Although a few politicans and newspapers may have opposed him,
Reagan's platform deserted neither the Party line nor southern principles and virtually
guaranteed his re-election.
His election to the House won, Reagan still expressed his political sentiments toward
the Democratic Party and secession while at the same time condemning the split over the
slave trade and filibustering which threatened the foundations of the Party within the
South. Formation of a separate "Southern rights paTty on the one hand and a Union party
on the other, as contradistinguished from the Democratic Party," Reagan said, could only
bring about the fall of the Democracy at the hands of the "abolitionist" Republicans. That
event, Reagan reiterated, would end hope for the preservation of the "constitution ... or
the rights of the South in the Union. "29
As the summer of 1859 drew to a close, many persons interpreted the election results
in Texas as a sign of a rejuvenated national unity. The Nationall ntelligencer wrote that
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both the Republican and Democratic Parties appeared satisfied with the election of Sam
Houston as governor of Texas. Moreover, Texas had sent two "Unionists," Andrew
Hamilton and John H. Reagan to Congress. The combination ofthese three men in public
office seemingly brightened the cause for conciliation between North and South. 30
Concurrently with these ostensible moderate gains in the South, however, there also
appeared a strong movement in Texas for more radical representation in Washington.
Louis T. Wigfall, a known secessionist, received favorable endorsement for election to the
United States Senate seat, vacant because of J. P. Henderson's death. On August 31, the
Dallas Herald reported that Wigfall possessed all the necessary characteristics of an
admirable southerner. He had "defended the cherished principles of our party from
aspersions of her enemies, and elevated the standard of pure States Rights democracy."
On October 5. the same newspaper which had heartily endorsed the "moderate" Reagan
for the House of Representatives viewed the mounting support for Wigfall by other
newspapers as a "good omen, and as a sure sign that the clouds are leaving our political
horizon, and dissensions are healing. "31 In 1859, political dissension in Texas referred to a
rift in the State Democratic Party. Unity may have returned to the Texas Democracy. but
not necessarily Unionism. Wigfall, who advocated secession for the South in 1849, clearly
believed it even more appropriate in 1859.
Two weeks later, on October 16, 1859, a turning point in North-South relations
occurred. With a small band of men, the abolitionist John Brown raided the United States
arsenal at Harper's Ferry, Virginia. Though crushed almost immediately by Federal
troops, Brown's action sent waves of terror through the SouthY Reported in the Texas
press as an "abolition conspiracy, not a negro conspiracY,"H Brown's attack quickly
came to symbolized the revolutionary aims of the Republican Party.
In Texas, repercussions were almost immediate as the legislature hurriedly elected
Wigfall to the United States Senate, Texans rejoiced that the Democracy had finally
mended its fences and considered WigfaJrs election a "triumph. . that will do more to
unite the divisions and dissensions in the party than any event' '35 and thereby help save the
South. Thus, in the opening session ofthe 36th Congress, Wigfall, an avowed secessionist,
and Reagan, who had urged secession if northern abolitionists continued to threaten the
South, represented Texas, a state determined to express its sovereign power.
By this time, besides viewing all Republicans as abolitionists. Reagan also considered
them political opportunists. In their campaign speeches and public writings Reagan
discovered that they only discussed' 'the abstract right of man to personal liberty ." The
more practical, realistic question, one which Reagan deemed crucial to an understanding
of the South, the Negro's "fitness and capacity for civilization and self-government,"
failed to receive much Republican attention. 36 In the months ahead, Reagan hoped to
make the Congress more aware of this pertinent issue.
Accordingly, with two years congressional experience behind him, Reagan
confidently expressed his views on these subjects early in the first session of the 36th
Congress, In the midst of a near violent contest for the post of Speaker of the House,37
Reagan unleashed a vitriolic attack against the ·'abolitionist' Republican Party. He
labeled the party subversive, accused it of advocating violent revolution, and of plotting
the overthrow of the Constitution. His attack then continued with a defense of slavery.
Negroes belonged in slavery, they benefited from slavery, and they enjoyed slavery.
Negroes even loved their masters, Reagan stated, and if "an appeal were made to the
negroes to rise against their masters in the South,. . four-fifths of them would take up
arms for their masters and in defense of their homes."' Why, he wondered, did the
Republican Party wish to destroy such a well-structured society?3B
Reagan had little difficulty in transferring his animosity for the Republicans toward
their nominee for the Speaker of the House, John Sherman. This man, a representative
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from Ohio. had endorsed the Hinton Helper pamphlet, Impending Crisis of/he South:
How to Meet It, which Reagan asserted advocated the immediate abolition of slavery and
called for a general slave revolt. Sherman, Reagan concluded, had aligned himself with the
radical forces which supported such revolutionary acts as those committed by John
Brown. Reagan insisted that for the Union to survive, it must be a "Union under the
Constitution," the very Constitution which Sherman jeopardized with his actions and
words. Unless responsible men in the government decided to uphold the Constitution. to
willingly protect and recognize the rights of the southern states, Reagan warned. the
Union would soon crumble. 39
At the same time, Reagan professed his own intention to persist with efforts toward a
compromise solution and descnbed himself as a man who had consistently worked for
sectional accord. In the speakership Contest, for example. Reagan expressed his willingness to vote for any candidate, even an American Party member. 4 !1 Reagan's intense
anti-Republican feeling prevented a true compromise, however, for it caused Reagan to
vote against Sherman and to ignore the Republican representative's public opposition
"to any interference what ever by the people of the free States with the relations of
master and slave in the slave States."41 Had Reagan looked more closely, he might
have seen their basic agreement.
Pro-slavery sentiment, however, rather than anti~Republican feeling provided the
real insight into Reagan's actions. In another speech to the House, Reagan described
slavery as neither criminal nor immoral. "The real crime against reason and humanity,"
he concluded, would be to emancipate the Negroes. In a classic defense of slavery,
Reagan described "the four million negroes in bondage in this country ... better fed,
better clothed, better protected from violence and wrong. better informed. more
intelligent. " than their counterparts elsewhere in the world. To free the Negro would be to
destroy that ideal state. Besides, Reagan added, he found Negroes so incapable of
self-government and survival that if emancipated "they would fall into such. . idleness
and vice as would render it necessary for the security of society , to exterminate the greater
portion ofthe race. " How much better, Reagan insisted, to elevate the Negro to a Civilized
level while at the same time permitting the "white race to develop a great and splendid
civilization." With these words, Reagan removed the facade of his "Southern rights."
White supremacy remained his goal and reflected his real opposition to the abolition of
slavery.42
On this same occasion, Reagan chastised his Republican colleagues once more. this
time for their political hypocrisy. Did the northerners deny their claim to moral,
intellectual. and physical superiority over the Negro. Reagan asked? Surely, he declared.
northern politicians would "dare not acknowledge the Negro equal to themselves." Nor
did he' believe that they would consent to free southern Negroes "on the condition that
they should be sent to live in the free States. "43
While Reagan argued his case for States' rights and the necessity for slavery before
the House, pro~secessionist forces, outside the Congress gained strong momentum. As
early as January, 1860. for example, the Alabama State Democratic Party adopted a
platform asserting the right of an individual state to secede from the Union if the Federal
Government violated or failed to protect its constitutional rights, rights which included the
ability to carry slaves into all federal territories. 44
At the same time, the Texas Democratic Party machinery formulated its own highly
racial. pro· slavery , pro~secessionist platform for the election of 1860. Like Reagan, the
party members who attended the convention also assumed that the Republican Party
strove to emancipate the Negro, condemned this northern infringement of southern rights,
and reiterated the South's privilege to secede. 45
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Besides drafting this party platform, the State Convention, which had met in early
April, 1860, chose delegates for the Democratic National Convention scheduled for later
that month in Charleston, South Carolina. Composed of ;'staunch champions of the
slaveholders cau~e,"46 the:-oe men agreed to vote as a unit at the convention. Should the
Party gathering fail to adopt their demands for a strong states' rights platform before the

selection of a presidential candidate. the Texas delegation agreed to bolt the
proceedings. 47
As many southerners had expected, the National Convention failed to adopt the
strong states' rights platform of the Alabama Democracy. Consequently, secessionist
(fire-eating) delegates wasted little time. With the Alabama deputies in the lead,
delegations from six other states, Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, South Carolina,
Arkansas, and Texas, left the convention. Unable to accomplish anything further, the
remaining delegates adjourned on May 1 to reconvene in June in Baltimore. At this second
meeting, the Party split once again. By the end of June, factious elements of the
Democratic Party in Baltimore had nominated two candidates for Presidentofthe United
States, Stephen Douglas and John C. Breckinridge. The newly formed Constitutional
Union Party selected still another candidate, John Bell, while in Chicago, on May 18, the
Republicans chose Abraham Lincoln to carry their standard. 48
As the election of 1860 approached, many Texans shared Wigfall's view that a
Breckinridge victory appeared as "the last and only hope for the safety of the South, or the
Union."49 In major towns and cities of Texas, extremely radical secession groups,
organized by the Knights of the Golden Circle. formed and actively planned for secession
should Breckinridge lose the election, a predictable outcome. GO The Dallas Herald, which
also supported Breckinridge, wrote that to accept another man as President meant to
surrender the rights of the South and its people to northern abolitionists ..~l
Reagan, too, reacted to the pressures which surrounded the coming election.
Although he continued to describe himself as an advocate of compromise, Reagan's
actions and words, as in the past, indicated otherwise. In an open letter to the
Congressman, Judge George W. Paschal, leader of the Union Party in Texas, asked
Reagan if he though Lincoln's election would provide enough cause for secession or at
least resistance to his inauguration. Reagan replied that he .. still clung to every reaMmable
hope for the Union," but in the same letter advocated resistance if Lincoln won the
election "by the best and most effective means which can be adopted by the states."
Should they fail to secure a guarantee for slavery within the Union and its territories, then
Reagan recommended secession. 52 A week before the Presidential election. Reagan privately expressed his fear of a Lincoln victory, advocatins in the event ofsuch a catastrophe
separation from the Union as quickly as possible.G 3 By December, moreover, Reagan's
secessionist aims had intensified so greatly that his Congressional colleague from Alabama,
David Clopton, considered him among "the most advanced" who sought secession. (;4
The split in the national Democratic ranks had little effect on the outcome of the
election. Had either of the three candidates opposed to Lincoln, Douglas, Breckinridge,
or Bell, captured all the states which Lincoln lost, their electoral vote would have still
remained below the needed majority. Knowledge of who supported the losing candidates
and what each one represented, however, can provide valuable insight into the real
meaning of the election. Douglas, a Union man, and a northerner, opposed secession on
any grounds. Bell, the Constitutional Unionist. received much of his support from
southerners labeled "co-operationists" by Dwight Dumond, themselves states' rights
men but at least not ardently secessionist. Breckinridge, on the other hand, had received
his nomination from secessionist elements within the Democratic Party. 55
In Texas, only two of these candidates, Breckinridge and Bell, appeared on the ballol.
Reagan, who throughout his political career had professed his loyalty to party and
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country, supported the candidate of the secessionists, Brcckinridge. 56 The Texas
gubernatorial contest of 1859 had confronted Reagan with a similar issue. In that year, the
Texas Democratic Party nominated an ardent secessionist, H. R. Runnels, for governor
to oppose the Unionist candidate, Sam Houston. Although Reagan's biographer has noted
that Reagan never actually supported Runnels, when forced lo decide between "party
loyalty . . and the maintenance of his convictions," he chose party. 57 In reality.
however. Reagan followed the dictates of his conscience in both cases. In 1859, he
endorsed a pal1y platform dedicated to the protection of southern rights; in 1860, he
endorsed Breckinridge, a man whu campaigned on a similar platform and who, Reagan
believed. possessed the power to protect slavery in the South.
By January 15, 1861, hope for a settlement between the North and the South within
the Union had faded from Reagan's public pronouncements. In a speech on the t1oorofthe
House, the Texas congressman warned his Republican colleagues that as a result of their
failure to compromise, few southern states, if any, would remain in the Union after
Lincoln's inauguration on :\-larch 4. Again he asserted that bondage provided the best
possible life for the inferior blacks and urged the Republicans to consider the
consequences of abolition. Would northerners, he asked. "accept negroes as freemen and
citizens" in their states? A raucous. "No! No!," reverberated through the chamber as
Reagan proceeded, "yet you demand of us to liberate them ... to dissolve society and to
break up social order. to ruin our commercial and political prospects for the future, and
still to retain such an element among us." Past successes of their government had reSUlted.
he reminded the House, because "none but the white race, who were capable of
self-government. were enfranchised with the rights of freemen." The thought of Negro
equality with the white race revolted Reagan. Such equality, he said. could only signal the
death knell for the entire nation. 5~
Even in the midst ofthis speech, his final message to the House. Reagan attempted to
emphasize his past loyalty to the Union. The Union, he believed. still offered opportunity
for southern society provided the "radical" Republicans abandoned their plot to destroy
the South ..~9 Although Reagan convinced his Texas contemporaries and most twentieth
century students of Texas history of his Unionist stance. at least one of his Congressional
colleagues, Republican representative Benjamin Stanton of Ohio. thought otherwise. In
answer to Reagan's attack, Stanton charged Reagan with basing "his whole argument upon
the idea that the Republican Party is seeking to interfere with the subject of slavery in the
slaveholding states of this Union." This notion waf> absurd, Stanton claimed. stating that
he knew of
no Republican who looks to the Republican organization as an organization
designed. either directly 0"1' indirectly. now or in the future. presently or
remotely, to intertere in the remotest degree with slavery in the states.
Puzzled that a man as "well-informed as the gentleman from Texas" equated
Republicanism and abolitionism. Stanton urged Reagan and the South to reject such
"existing delusions" and to work for national harmony. 60 Reagan. however, had closed
his eyes to the truth as early as 1856. During his four years in Congress Reagan's words
and actions. only "moderately" less shrill than the most ardent fire-eater's. had shown
him more willing to secede than to understand.
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OIL IN THE PEA PATCH:
THE EAST TEXAS OIL BOOM
by Bobby H. Johnson

When Columbus Marion Joiner finally brought in his" Daisy Bradford No. Three" in
October, 1930, little did he realize that the dirt-poor region of East Texas would soon
become the scene of a mineral boom comparable to the gold fields of California nearly a

century before. As a modern-day represemative of the lonely prospector. "Dad" Joiner
hit pay dirt----or, more appropriately, "pay sand "~with a third time's charm, having
already failed to find oil in two earlier attempts. Although his find drew skeptical attention
at first, Joiner was eventually recognized as a pioneer in the petroleum industry. His
achievement today ranks with the oil discoveries at Titusville in 1859 and Spindletop in
1901. The boom that followed that eventful day in the fall of 1930 not only pulled East
Texas through the Great Depression, but it also focused national attention on what would
become to date the largest oil field in the contiguous United States.
Subsequent discoveries near Kilgore and Longview, graphically symbolized by the
erim and Lathrop wells, indicated that Joiner had indeed found an oil field of tremendous
proportions. Ultimately, billions of barrels of oil would flow from the 25,000 or so wells
drilled in East Texas-and experts are hopeful that the field has more years oflife ahead. I
Sleepy communities suddenly pulsed with the excitement of "black gold" as
"lease~hounds" and oil men of all varieties rushed to the East Texas countryside.
Henderson, Overton, Kilgore, and Longview swelled with the influx of ';boomers"
seeking-in traditional frontier style-to strike it rich, or perhaps to bilk those who did.
Indeed, the East Texas oil boom embodied many of the age-old notions associated with the
frontier so admirably set forth by Ray Allen Billington inAmerica's Frontier Heritage,
i.e., the hope at economic improvement, a penchant for hard work, and a tendency toward
lawlessness. ~ These traits and others were evident in the persons who flocked to East
Texas, both job-seeker and gambler alike. 11 was inevitable that some degree offrictian
should arise between the "boomers" and "nesters," as the natives were sometimes
known. In the end, however, a fairly homogeneous group emerged as the more stable oil
field element became assimilated into the community at large.
Before turning to more specific comments, some explanation should be offered ofthe
ural history approach, upon which this paper is based. Pioneered by the late Allan Nevins
and Columbia University, oral history simply means the collection of information through
interviews. A good example of this technique is Talesfrom the Derrick Floor: A People's
Histo/}' of the Oil Industry, compiled by William A. Owens and the late Mady C.
Boatright. 3 The historian must use such material with care, however, being aware that he
is "building impressions rather than offering documentation," as one practitioner has
noted. This project was made possible by a grant from Stephen F. Austin University.
During a six-week period in the summer of 1970, about thirty persons directly involved in
the East Texas oil boom were interviewed. This sampling, small as it may seem, allowed
me 10 reach some conclusions about the boom. Moreover, comments otherwise destined
to ob:scurity have now been chroniCled, since the transcripts have been placed in the
Stephen F. Austin library and are available to other scholars. 4
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With these general remarks hehind, we may now turn to the East Texas oil boom.
Certain factors are evident in any large movement of human beings. In earlier frontier
times, the presence of free land drew the pioneer to the edge of civilization. In more
modern times. economic security in the form ofemploymenl has drawn people across the
land. This was especially true in the early 1930s when the nation suffered the worst
depression it has ever known. In a real sense. then. the East Texas oil rush took place
against a backdrop of depression and financial disaster.
Many persons came in search of work. Since the Depression took little notice of
education or background, college graduates and farmers alike frequently found
themselves in the same predicament. One person remarked that he had to return to East
Texas from Houston in quest of a living, despite the fact that he held a degree from the
University of Texas.~ Another early immigrant recounted that he moved to the oil field
because he nearly starved to death farming in West Texas. fi Two members of the author's
family came to East Texas seeking work. A. C. Hopper, an uncle, made three trips to
Kilgore in 1931 before he finally acquired a rough-necking job. Previously. he had gained
experience in the Seminole, Oklahoma, field. Harold R. Johnson, the author's father, was
also drawn to East Texas by the lure of potential employment. An Oklahoma farm boy by
background, he had worked in various five and ten cent stores in Oklahoma and Dallas.
He was unable to get ajob in the oil field in 1933 but did acquire employment at a variety
store in Kilgore. He later gained employment with the Humble Company at New London
and ultimately retired after 39 years of service.
Olhers came for different reasons. The late Captain B. C. Baldwin came to East
Texas to provide security for the Humble Company, a position he was well-equipped to
handle in view of his past experience as an FBI agent and Texas Ranger. Lawyers, such as
P. A. Sanders of Nacogdoches and Mrs. Olga Lapin of Kilgore, came to handle the
inevitable litigation that arose from land transactions. Oil men of all varieties-including
the legendary H. L. Hunt-descended upon East Texas in large numbers. Thus, the
frontier dream of economic gain held true in East Texas.
Like earlier pioneers, the newcomers faeed the immediate problem of finding shelter.
Some merely endured the elements unlil better housing became available. Capt. Baldwin
noted that many "would stay under a tree or cut limbs and make a shelter. .... ' Albert
Adams, then a deputy sheriffin Gregg County, observed that the woods were ;'full ofwhat
we might call ;squatters'." :\fany built houses of scrap metal, cardboard boxes, and other
make-shift materials. He particularly remembered one section in Kilgore known as
,; Happy Hollow,'\ a shanty-town described by another observer as ;'a miserable looking
place."7 Others resorted to tents, which, under the circumstances, were quite practical.
A. C. Hopper recalled that he bought a tent, built a wooden floor and partial walls, and
lived in it for about a month while working near Gladewater. "'t was really a nicer place to
live than in one of those pine cabins." he said, because the tent flaps could be raised to
allow freer air circulation.
Public accommodations were indeed scarce. Hopper humorously recounted his first
night in Kilgore. He arrrived about midnight after hitching a ride on a milk truek and $pent
the night in a large tent full of cots which rented for twenty-five cents apiece. Syril A.
Parker, an early newspaperman in I.ongview, also noted the dearth of living
accommodations. Virtually every type of structure was put to use, he recalled, with
sunrooms renting for as much as 590 a month. Bill N. Taylor, then the city manager of
Longview, recounted that nearly every home in l.ongview took in renters because of the
shortage of living accommodations. Crown Dixon of Kilgore observed that he had about a
dozen roomers in his two-story home; they slept in shifts-four to the room. An employee
of the Humble Pipe Line Company, Homer J. Davis, recalled that he moved his family
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into one room of an old farmhouse out in the oil field. Two other families lived under the
same roof. The leading hotel in Longview even placed cots in the main dining room,
thereby presenting difficulties for the Rotary Club which met there weekly.
As the oil field took shape, more permanent dwellings began to appear. The most
common were familiarly known as ';shotgun houses, " boxwlike structures generally 12 to
16 feet wide and three rooms deep, with perhaps a screened-in porch on the back. A
shotgun blast through the front door would tmvel the entire length of the house-hence the
name. H. R. Johnson built one of these single·wall houses for about $80. One flourish he
included was an "Arkansas window frame" which allowed his wife to hang curtains and
thereby "dress up the place." Land rent averaged $12 to $18 a year, and modern
conveniences became available as the oil companies laid gas and water lines. The oil field
camp eventually relieved housing problems for some employees, especially company
officials who were furnished with more substantial cottages. Two types of camps emerged:
one was the official camp just described, and the other was the "poor boy" camp for
employees who did not rate company houses. Companies would acquire a plot of ground,
furnish utilities, and then allow employees to build their own houses. While some threw up
crude shacks, others took pride in their homes, planted shrubbery, and kept nice yards.
"It was almost like living in a modern-day city," Johnson observed. These camps were
usually located near company headquarters so employees could walk to work. Out on the
leases, workers frequently used horses to reach their work. ~
The interviews indicate that some ofthe most enduring memories of the early oil field
concerned the weather and road conditions. A period of drought broke just as the oil field
began, thereby complicating living and working conditions. One high school girl who
moved to Kilgore early in 1932 gained a vivid memory of East Texas because it rained for
the first three months. The streets were so muddy, she recalled, that everyone had to wear
knee-high boots. iI Another newcomer noted that "you had to keep walking, or you'd sink
to your knees-that's just how wet the ground was. " 10 Befme the advent of oiled or paved
roads, one answer to the mud was curduTOY or "rub-board" roads built by laying down
pine saplings or boards. Land-owners frequently built such roads across their land and
then charged a toll to use them-perhaps fifty cents or so. One story held that some
landowners even hauled water and poured it into the mudholes on the highways to make
them impassible so the tollroad operators could make a liule money.l1 One family near
New London simply parked their car and walked the mile and a half to the grocery store.
Such conditions not only inconvenienced the public but they also hampered the work
of the oil field. Derricks and other drilling equipment were frequently moved by mules,
which often bogged down. One eye-witness told of seeing a teamster cut his mules loose on
South Commerce Street in Kilgore to prevent them from drowningY H. R. Johnson
recalled large tractors buried up to the exhaust pipes in early Kilgore. It was not
uncommon to spend thrce or four day.~ moving equipment only a few miles from the
railroad. 13 One answer to this problem was the oil road, made by mixing oil and dirt. Once
pounded down by the traffic, the oil road provided a relatively hard surface.
Despite the difficulty of travel, many observers were nevertheless impressed by the
appearance of the "oil patch," as it was sometimes called. Raymond A. Robinson, who
operated a grocery store in New London for many years, noted that "it was something to
see-just to drive around over the country ... and see the derricks, see how thick they
were and wondering in your mind how they managed to get that thick." One could climb a
derrick, he continued, and there would be "a sea of derricks as far as you could see in
every direction." Others mentioned the beauty of the pine trees and the awesome glare of
the gas flares at night.
No treatment of the oil field would be complete without some comment on the thrill
and excitement of the boom. Judge Charles M. Langford said one could sense the
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excitement-like a touch offall air in late summer. Tom E. Foster, who published the first
newspaper in Kilgore after the boom began, summed it lip when he said: "I'm certain there
will never be another like it in my lifetime, because it was a boom comparable to the
California gold rush and Alaska all thrown into one. Youjust don't go through those lypes
of experiences morc than once in a lifetime. " Indeed, some participants have no desire to
relive those days. Deputy Sheriff Adams indicated that he "wouldn't want for anything in
the world to go back ovcrthe same days again because it wasjust like a nightmare." Crown
Dixon of Kilgore. who was operating the only cafe in town when the boom hit, expressed
similar feelings when he reflected upon his early experience of trying to feed the hungry
masses. His City Cafe remained open around the clock from the beginning of the boom
until he sold out in May, 1931. A two-inch thick cake of mud soon covered the floor,
despite Dixon's efforts to keep the place clean-which, at times, degenerated to using a
hoe. His main dish was chili, made up in number three wash tubs and sold for fifteen cents
a bowl. Competition quickly appeared, however, and, according to Dixon's estimate,
Kilgore boasted nearly 150 eating places by March or April of 1931.
Much of the excitement centered around the leasing and drilling processes. City
Manager Taylor observed that the streets of downtown Longview were so crowded that it
was difficult to navigate between the post office and the leading hoteL "You had to shove
your way down the sidewalks," he noted, for 15 to 18 hours aday. Those with notary seals
were especially in demand to notarize deeds and royalty agreements. Such persons merely
placed bands on their hats announcing "Notary Public" and circulated among the crowd
to draw business. 14
Out on the leases, the prospects of a well about to come in attracted thousands of
spectators, especially in the early days. The country lane leading to "Dad" Joiner's well
was completely blocked for hours before the well came in. A similar throng flocked to the
enm well near Kilgore, according to eye-witness Verner Laird. Hamburger stands and
soft drink salesmen did a thiriving business among the excited onlookers. Deputy Sheriff
Adams reported a massive traffic jam when the Lathrop well came in on January 26, 1931,
a few miles west of Longview. He and the Gregg County sheriff spent the entire day there
trying to keep the road open around the well. "It was just a sight to see," he said. "The
people were everywhere and the cars were stacked ... It was just an awful crowd of
people." Mrs. A. e. Hopper recounts another scene full of humor and pathos that often
accompanied the discovery of oil. Since her husband worked on a particular rig, she and
several other persons were invited to witness the well as it came in. An old woman in her
seventies owned the land, and she was understandably excited about the prospects of
instant wealth. As the well blew in, Mrs. Hopper asked the elderly woman what she was
thinking. "Now I can go to town and buy all the chewing gum and bacon I want," she
replied. Dr. James L. Nichols, then a school boy in Kilgore, recalled another type of
excitement, " Everyday at school it seemed like somebody's daddy had been injured on
the job," he noted, ., A crown block would fall and decapitate him or break a leg."
I ndeed, danger and hard work characterized the process of extracting oil from the
earth. Roughnecks on a typical drilling rig worked twelve hours a day-sometimes seven
days a week. A. C. Hopper recalled that he made $6 a day as a roughneck for various
contractors. Later, when he went to work for the Humble Company in 1932, his work day
dropped to eight hours. Another roughneck noted that "it didn't take too long to drill a
well" in East Texas. "It was pretty hard work," he observed, "but everybody enjoyed it.
You get a good crew and you get along. "1.~ According to one old-time driller, "Everything
about it was hard, but I don't think that hard work ever killed anybody." He did admit that
a man had to be tough to stay. The driller's main task was to understand the formations and
keep a correct measurement of pipe in the hole. By his estimation, it took two weeks to set
up, drill, and move on. A crew spent about a week drilling, he recalled, and the rcst of the
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time they were "moving and setting up, tearing down and moving on. "16 Such ease of
drilling no doubt accounted for the thousands of wells that soon dotted the field. The lack
of modern safety devices made drilling a dangerous proposition; therefore, a
well-coordinated crew was of primary importance. As one early contractor noted, there
was constant danger of a blow-out and fire. "You [had] to be very careful about these
things," he concluded,17
The economic impact of the oil field brought permanent changes to East Texas. The
boom hit, of course, during the Great Depression, when economic conditions were bad
throughout the nation. Longview-like all of East Texas-was hurting, largely because
the Texas and Pacific Railroad had recently moved its shops to Mineola. City Manager
Taylor reported that it was one of the poorest places he had ever seen when he was hired in
1928. But when the boom hit. "everything went into pandemonium." In fact, the region
was soon acclaimed as nne of the few bright spots in the nation's economy. This was a new
rote for the worn-out farmland formerly capable of producing mainly peas and a few row
crops. Speaking of conditions before the boom. one man observed that the ;'btood of most
residents would have tested 98 percent peajuice," because peas were about all they had to
eat. ls Other towns were also feeling the pinch of the Depression. Joe D. Lacy had visited
Hendeson before the boom and found it to be a sleepy country town. He returned after the
discovery of oil and the change struck him as nothing less than "revolutionary."
Commenting on Kilgore before 1930. Judge I.angford noted that" you were out of it before
you were in it" when passing through on a train. Overton was about the same size. Each of
these towns quickly experienced a tremendous population increase, however. as did the
entire countryside. No accurate figures seem to be available on the population at the height
of the boom, but both Kilgore and Longview soared to IO,Oooor more within a decade.l~
Business picked up immediately, as indicated by the comments of several early
business people. Mrs. E. H. Spear, an early Longview merchant, noted that her
mercantile store enjoyed a good steady business. Among the leading items she sold were
work clothing. slickers, and boots. "I tell you, they bought overalls by the dozen pairs,"
she commented. Raymond A. Robinson, who operated a grocery store along Corsicana
Row in New London-so-called because most of the people came from the earlier boom
town of Corsicana-also enjoyed a good business when his store opened in 1934.
Rohinson estimated that 99 percent of his business was on credit. but he collected nearly
tOO percent. He, too, carried the clothing and equipment necessary to oil field work.
particularly canvas and leather work gloves. 20 A gentler type of clothing also sold well in
the ladies' ready-to-wear shops that eventually camc to Kilgore. One early clerk was
amazed at the number of expensive dresses. coats, and evening gowns that were sold.
"We sold beautiful lounging pajamas," she remarked, "and clothes that you wouldn't
associate with the oil field at aU.·'~l The newspaper business even became quite lucrative.
according to Tom E. Foster. who was able to publish both morning and evening editions
for a while in Kilgore. One long-time resident probably best summed up the economic
impact when she noted that the boom was simply a "life-saver" to many East Texans. 22
Equally important was the social impact of the East Texas oil boom-a subject which
drew the attention of Nacogdoches' Karle Wilson Baker in her early novel, Family
Style. 23 The rapid influx of so many diverse elements brought both good and bad to East
Texas. Lawlessness and crime stood out as one example of the latter category. While most
of those interviewed considered the majority of people law-abiding citizens, they admitted
that a few criminal-types marred the image. Deputy Adams, who later served as police
chiefin Longview, noted that "we had some of the worst criminals in the United States. ,.
Admittedly, much of the crime was petty. but Adams described a variety of offenses.
ranging from armed robbery to murder. "It wasn't anything to have three or four robberies
with fire-arms every night some place in the county and very often a murder out in the
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woods," he recalled. Such activity naturally strained the already inadequate law
enforcement agencies. For that reason, the state sent Texas Rangers to Kilgore, including
the famed M. T. Gonzaulles, with his beautiful horse, silver-mounted saddle, and fancy
guns. One young female attorney in Kilgore was especially impressed by Gonzaulles'
impact upon the community. "He was called 'The Law,'" she noted, and the cry of"here
comes The Law" would bring people running. ·'It was the first time I ever saw 'The Law'
walking," she added. Capt. Baldwin, the former Ranger. also verified the presence of
underworld characters from all over the country. "It was rather dangerous to be on the
street or anywhere else," he noted. "You were apt to be held up if you were on the
highway and they could stop you," he added. This veteran law enforcement ofticer was
himself stopped once, but the sight of his six-shooter-which he always carried in his
car-discouraged the would-be highwayman. Gunmen even reportedly held up work
crews on the rigs, taking their money and valuables,
Rather crude jail facilities were pressed into use in many Boom Towns. The Gregg
County jail in Longview soon overflowed, forcing the county commissioners to build two
frame structures to house the surplus. Kilgore had no jail facilities at first, so, with typical
frontier ingenuity, officials bought a long piece of log chain and secured it to a couple of
trees. Violators were handcuffed or otherwise secured to the chain, which became known
as the "trot line. "24 Gladewater built a log "calaboose" and installed a similar system. 25
Other types of vice also characterized the early scene. One person described Kilgore
as a "wide open" town with reference to gambling, prostitution, and illicit saloons. "You
could walk into a wide open saloon in any block of Kilgore," he noted, even before the
repeal of national prohibition in 1933. The same was true for gambling joints and
prostitution, he added. 26 The "pleasurers", therefore, seemed to flourish, probably
because of the shortage of law enforcement personnel. This was not always true, however,
Mrs. Lapin, an attorney, recalled being rousted out of bed at 2:30 in the morning to arrange
bail for twenty-five dancehall girls who had been arrested (reportedly in the nude) after a
raid on a show known as the" Midnight Rambles. -'27 One law officer also noted that ten to
thirty prostitutes were regularly lodged in the Gregg County jail, most of them unable to
pay the usual fine of $15.50. Upon their release, they would change their place of
operation, but most would be back in jail within the next two or three days for the same
offense. 2~
Such sensational aspects of the boom town should not be overemphasized, however.
Most citizens were law-abiding and hard-working. As one former roughneck observed, he
did not have time to hang around the beer joints because ofthe 12-hour shifts he worked. 29
City Manager Taylor remarked that the most fortunate thing was that there was so little
real crime. Perhaps one of the best commentaries came from P. A. Sanders, a
Nacogdoches attorney who commuted from Nacogdoches to Henderson from 1930 to
1934. "I rarely ever passed up a hitch-hiker, " Sanders observed, but "they made no effort
to take me in or to hann me," The Depression doubtless kept the East Texas boom from
being as wild as other boom areas. Both Judge Langford and A. C. Hopper confirm that it
was in no way as rough or wide-open as Borger, Texas, or Seminole, Oklahoma.
Indeed, more positive aspects, such as schooling and religion, seemed to draw more
attention. Joe Lacy, who served as principal at Carlside High School, was impressed by
the great concern for good schools. Others cited the proliferation of churches as a sign of
social and moral improvement. The number of churches in Kilgore alone reportedly went
from three to 35 or 40 within a few years. 30
Social acceptance or rejection of the "boomers" also deserves some attention. A. C,
Hopper noted that everyone seemingly had a different opinion on this topic. He detected
no rejection in his own case and chose to dismiss as "woman talk" the alleged rejection of
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oil field people by the nesters. On the other hand. one native East Texan said the boomers
regarded as "outsiders." "It required presence in the community for a number of
years to really be accepted into certain small groups," he observed. 31 In all fairness it
should be noted that this is true of many small towns. Still another participant noted that
the outsiders "weren't received-they went into isolation." This person felt that it took
years for acceptance as a person, although it helped if one could dig up ancestors of note. 32
Probably the safest conclusion is that rejection or acceptance depended upon the
individual and particular communities, some of which were unfriendly to oil field people.

'.",ere

Regardless of the variance of opinion on such matters, we can ascertain the effect of
the boom on those who participated-both "boomer" and "nester." A. C. Hopper
summed it up when he said that it kept him from starving to death .• 'Those were the days
when people worked, you know-they didn't mooch or march," he concluded, in the
language of middle America. His wife better captured the spirit of the frontier when she
commented: "We were young and very adventurous and we wanted to make all of the
money that we could and save it to prove that we could make a go in life. "S3 The old driHer
mentioned earlier evaluated the boom differently when he noted that he never plunged
financially. although he had the money and might have emerged a millionaire, "I just
didn't have the nerve to plunge," he continued, with no sign of remorse. He further noted:
"J'mglad that I didn't do it because it might have 'ruint' my life and run my wife off. "34 A
different viewpoint was expressed by the natives of East Texas-especially those who
realized quick wealth, One woman whose husband made a considerable fortune observed
that her husband liked to remark that before the boom he went to the post office to get his
bills-afterwards, he went to get his oil checks. 35 Another native of Kilgore reflected that
without the boom East Texas probably would have remained a region of sleepy villages. 36
For those with a serious interest in history, probably the most meaningful evaluation
was voiced by James L. Nichols, now a university history professor. Because of the boom
atmosphere which he observed first-hand as a high school student he feels that he has
somehow better understood the western town---or as he put it, "the frontier situation."
The frontier, then, lived on in East Texas a mere forty or so years ago, and the sounds of it
are still audible today.
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NOTES

lFor a general history of the East Texas oil tield. see James A. Clark and Michael T.
Halabuty, The Last Boom, (New York, 1972).
2Billington lists the poignant frontier characteristics in his first chapter. See
Billington, America's Frontier Heritage, (New York, 1%6), 3.

3Mody C. Boatright and William A. Owens, Talesfrom the Derrick Floor:A People's
History of Ihe Oil Industry, (Garden City, New York, 1970). This work is primarily
concerned with earlier oil fields and does not deal extensively with East Texas,
4A copy of the transcripts upon which this paper is based is abo in the author's
personal possession. Interviews will be cited only when necessary for clarity on
identification.
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THE POLICE REFORM MOVEMENT IN HOUSTON, 1945-1948
by Louis J Marchiafava

"The police department is woefully inefficient. It is honey combed with feuds and
factionalism. It is without discipline and it is badly undermanned. .. The police
department is worse than a South American Army.
." I The words were spoken by
newly elected Mayor Oscar F. Holcombe in January, 1947 to describe the unprofessional
status of the Houston Police Department. Holcombe's harsh indictment, while politically
motivated for the purpose of discrediting the previous administration for its operation of
the police force was, in fact, an accurate description of the conditions which led to the
police reform movement.
The plight of the police, however, was as much a consequence of Mayor Holcombe's
three previous terms in office as that of any other past mayor or administration. At the
heart of the problem was Houston's spoils system which through the decades had
dominated the opemtion of the police force and had become virtually an institutionalized
feature of municipal government. Control ofthc police department was a valuable asset to
an administration because of the ready rewards provided by police appointments and
promotions. Discriminatory enforcement of laws, especially gambling laws, furnished
even greater opportunities to repay political debts. Despite the existence of a civil service
system, political patronage and abuses in the operation of the department flourished
unhindered.
Municipal civil service in Houston, from its inception in 1897 to the comprehensive
system created during the subsequent decades, failed to prevent political control of the
police department because the system itself became a victim of political patronage. In
order to execute its rules impartially, civil service required a relative degree of autonomy
for independent decision making. Neither the Police, Fire, and Health Board established
in Hl97 nor the Civil Service Commission created in 1914 to administer the systemenjoyed
such prerogatives. The Police Board which was empowered to regulate the operation of
the police department as well as function as a review board consisted of the mayor and
three aldermen. 2 Composed entirely of elected officials, the Board became an arena for
conflicting interests, with members having to divide their loyalty between their
responsibilities as aldermen and their duties as Board members. Conscientious
enforcement of civil service rules depended on the good faith of the city officials. The
temptation to secure political advantage, however, frequently proved stronger than the
desire for administrative reform or an effective police force. Rather than removing politics
from the police department, the police became the focal point of factional feuds. In one
instance, the dismissal of a policeman created such dissension among the mayor,
aldermen, and members of the Board that municipal government virtually ceased to
function. ;1
The civil service amendment of t 914 resolved the conflicting areas of authority which
had plagued the Police Board by granting the mayor the dominent role in the civil service
system. His power was rooted in his control of the Civil Service Commission, which
consisted of three members and a director, all of whom were selected by the mayor to
serve two year terms. 4 The authority of the mayor to appoint commissioners for the duration of his own tenure of office had obvious political implications since their appointments
coincided with municipal elections. Even without the two year term the city charter
allowed the mayor to remove hold-over commissioners at his discretion, so that the Commission sutTered from the same lack of stability and experience which it was expected to
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eliminate in the police department. The mayor's power to manipulate the Commissioners
at times became a potent political weapon. In 1933, for example, Mayor Holcombe used
his authority to dismiss two commissioners from the previous administration in order to
deprive a discharged police officer of his right to a Civil Service Commission hearing. 5
The integrity of the Commission was also weakened by the power of the city council
to veto civil service rules and regulations proposed by the Commissioners. 6 Through its
authority to enact ordinances the city council could change civil service rules and
regulations to meet whatever political expediency might demand. Civil service over the
years became less a coherent system than an accumulation of ordinances and resolutions
enacted for political rather than administrative reasons.
Civil service was further undermined by the courts. Between 1902 and 1904 in a series
of cases initiated by illegally dismissed police officers, the Texas Court of Civil Appeals
ruled that policemen were state officers and as such were accorded only a two year term
under the civil service regulation that police officers were to hold their positions during
"efficient service and good behavior." The court specifically declared that the section of
the civil service amendment which made the term of office commensurate with' 'good
behavior" was unconstitutional. Civil service laws could not, the court ruled, circumvent
the state constitution by allowing continuance in office to be automatic at the end of each
two year term because of satisfactory performance. 7 Tenure "during good behavior" was
only valid if applied within the two year term, If the letter of the law was to be followed,
police officers were to be dismissed at the end of each two year appointment and then
rehired after successfully completing a qualifying examination. In practice,
reappointments were made at the discretion of each administration. Matters were
simplified since neither entrance nor qualifying examinations existed. Police service
became at best a temporary occupation.
Even the right to challenge illegal dismissals was undermined by the civil service rule
that decisions of the Commission were final and that appeals to the district court could
only be made on the grounds that the Commission had acted with gross negligence or with
prejudice. 8 Since such charges were generally impossible to prove, appeals were seldom
attempted. The expense of attorney fees and the narrow legal interpretation given civil
service laws by the courts. deterred all but the most determined men. Most policemen
accepted the political risks as an occupational hazard. As the arbiter of anachronistic laws
which were incompatible with the principles of effective civil service. the courts became
the unwitting ally of the municipal spoils system.
Operating under such unstable conditions, the police department fell prey to
municipal political intrigue. Although criticism of the police for its ineffectiveness and
unprofessionalism by citizens and officials periodically erupted, no effort was made to
effect a thorough reform of police administration. Criticism of the department generally
preceded and followed mayoral elections and signified that a "shake-up" in personnel was
forthcoming. Such an upheaval was announced as a departmental reorganization. The
problem confronting the police of Houston was not unique. Police professionalism
suffered wherever police administration fell under political control.
The significance of the Houston experience was thal when reform did occur it was
internal in nature, deriving its impetus from within the department among police officers,
especially among the rank and tile members. Reform was not imposed from an external
source nor from the higher echelon of the police department. No commissioner was
appointed. as in the classic tmdition of Theodore Roosevelt's appointment as a reform
minded police commissioner in New York City or more recently as in the case of O. W,
Wilson's appointment as Police Superintendent of the Chicago Police Department. Nor
was a citizens police committee organized to recommend a reform program. Rather. police
reform became a reality in spite of the efforts by the municipality to discourage it. The
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struggle was bitter with police officers attempting to remove political influence from the
operation of the department against the vigorous opposition of city officials.
No one dominated the police reform movement in Houston. Leadership of the reform
movement expressed itself in the offices of the Houston Police Officers Association.
Chartered in 1945, the Association became the spearhead of the reform movement and a
model for the forming of similar associations by other police departments in Texas. What
began in Houston as a local effort, comprising less than two hundred police officers,
became by 1947 a statewide campaign involving seven municipal police departments. In
addition to the cooperation of their colleagues in other cities, the Houston Association
initiated an alliance with the Texas State Association of Fire Fighters. The alliance was of
vital importance for the results of the immediate reform goals and established a precedent
for cooperation between police and firemen which persists today. Their combined efforts
were rewarded in 1947 with the passage in the State Legislature of a state civil service law
which became the keystone of police reform and the foundation for the growth of a
professional urban police service.
That reform should have originated within the police department is not surprising
when one considers the job insecurity created by the uncertainty of political fortune and
favoritism. Political campaigning by police personnel, while prohibited by civil service,
was ignored if the effort was made in behalf of the administration in office. Campaigning
was not only permitted but encouraged. Political pressure at times reduced police chiefs to
campaign managers during crucial mayoral elections. In 1924, for example, incumbent
Mayor Holcombe brought pressure to bear on Chief of Police Thomas C. Goodson to
encourage his officers to secure greater numbers of pledge cards from the businessmen in
their patrol areas. \I
Every mayoral election held for police officers the potential ofa revolution. A change
in the city's administration meant drastic changes in personnel with transfers, demotions,
promotions and dismissals dispensed according to political allegiance. Civil Service and
regulations were ignored. At such times nearly all attempts at law enforcement ceased as
confusion and uncertainty swept the department,l° In February, 1941, Chief of Police
Lawrence C. Brown complained to newly elected Mayor C. A. Pickett that his
announcement of a reorganization in the department resulted in a general feeling of
insecurity with officers fearing demotion and other men hopeful of promotions. As a
consequence, Brown asserted, the department had become disorganized and
undisciplined. 11 The civil service phrase, "dismissed for the good of the service" became
the familiar epitaph for those officers fired for political reasons. At other times no reasons
were given. One such incident occurred in 1933 with the dismissal ofW. R. "Bobby" Ellis,
the police department's Superintendent of Identification, who was fired by the personal
order of Holcombe in order to fill the position with a relative of the mayor's wife. 12 Civil
service, rather than eliminating these practices, served to legitimize the spoils system by
imparting an air of respectability to political manipulation of the department. As aptly
described in 1947 by the resigning Acting Director ofCiviJ Service, K. O. Womack,-the
system was a "farce. "13
Municipal politic:,,; became more important than professional ability for it was only
through correct political alignment that an officer could expect advancement or even
retain his job. Mobility in the department was determined by an officer's political
astuteness-or lack of it. Under such conditions men were encouraged to play politics as a
means-and frequently the only means-to secure a promotion. The case of Roy Edward
Floyd, the director of Houston's Civil Service Commission in 1947, exemplifies the
relationship between political fortune and occupational advancement. Floyd began his
career in 1935 as a chauffeur for Holcombe during the latter's second term as mayor. In
1936 Floyd was assigned as a detective on the police force while continuing to serve as the
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mayor's chauffeur. With the election of R. H. Fonville in 1937 Floyd was demoted to
patrolman. An abrupt change offortune occurred with the election of Holcombe in 1939 at
which time he was promoted to inspector of police, followed in 1940 by a promotion to
assistant chief of police. In 1941, one month after the election of Neal Pickett, Floyd was
demoted to a patrolman. With Holcombe's return to the mayor's office in 1947 Floyd was
appointed director of civil service. 14 In anorher case an ofticerwas promoted and demoted
ten times during an eleven year peTiod.I.~ Police personnel records are replete with similar
examples of political favoritism.
The first collective effort at reform was not made until 1945 with the formation of the
Houston Police Officers Association. The Association was initially organized as an effort
to combat the low morale among police officers and to counteract the unfavorable public
image of the department. Despairing of assistance or reform from the municipal
authorities, the Association became a means of self·improvement by presenting "a united
front in combating unfair actions against police and attempt [ingJ to provide the public
with the true actions and aims of the department." 16 Several factors undermined the
continued acceptance of the unprofessional status ofthe poli ce department. Ironically, the
seeds ofrevolt were first planted by Mayor Holcombe's own action when he consented to
the establishment of a police academy in 1939. Accompanied by much publicity, sixty
recruits were selected through the first competitive examination ever administered in the
department. 17 The academy, created primarily as a public relations effort. was abolished
after graduating its first class and was not reinstated until 1948. The training did impart to
the graduates, however, an aura of professionalism, which served to distinguish them from
the other members of the department. Once on the force the novice soon found that the
idealism of professional police service as expounded in the classroom did not conform to
the realities of political favoritism, discriminatory law enforcement, and public distrust. It
is significant that the legislative agent of the Association who for fifteen years led the
organizations campaign in the state legislative for police reform, was a graduate of the
academy.
Another factor was that by 1945 an increasing number of police recruits were
veterans, who looked upon police service as a career rather than as a temporary
occupation. Veterans formed the majority of police officers who enrolled in September,
1945 in the newly offered police science courses at the University of Houston.'~ Such
men, seeking a respectable status in the community, were less willing to sacrifice their
goals for the sake of political patronage than their colleagues in previous decades. With
police service increasingly gaining career respectability in urban areas throughout the
United States, the desire to achieve professional status took on an urgency which had
previously not existed.
Not all memhers of the Association shared the common interest of professional
recognition. Some members were concerned only with increased salaries, retirement
benefib, and improved publicity with no thought of instituting police reform. Even those
men who were interested in achieving meaningful reform had no specific program to
propose until 1946 when quite by accident the goal for reform was defined. 1 ~ It was then
that leadership in the Association fell to those officers whose ambitions extended beyond
monetary rewards and focused instead on freeing the department from the corrupting and
demoralizing effects of the spoils system.
The Association's efforts to improve conditions in the department became a reform
movement in June, 1946 when the precise program was outlined for breaking the bonds of
political control. At that time the Associationjoined in common cause with the Houston
unit of the Texas State Association of Fire Fighters 20 to wring a municipal pay raise from
the city council. The success of the effort encouraged the continued cooperation ofthe two
departments and indicated for the police that the direction of their reform movement
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should be toward enacting a state civil service law. Firemen had much in common with the
police since the former was also vulnerable to political favoritism and suffered from the
same lack of professional recognition. Concluding that the only means of securing job
security and professional growth was by placing themselves under state civil service law,
the TSAFF had. since 1940, pressed the State Legislature for such a law. By 1945 firemen
in twenty-nine states had secured state civil service protection, ~1 but in Texas the law met
with strong opposition in the Legislature which on three occasions had rejected bills
sponsored by the TSAFF.
A fourth bill was in preparation for introduction when the Police Association decided
to adopt state civil service as the main objective of its reform program. Officials in the
TSAFF recognized the added support which an alliance with the Houston Police Officers
Association would gain among conservative legislators. As a consequence, firemen
attending the 1946 annual convention of the TSAFF voted to add the word "Policeman"
to the proposed state civil service law. 22 At the 1947 Convention President George Tipton
of the TSAFF welcomed representatives from the Houston Police Officers Association as
"brothers" in a common cause and expressed the hope that other police departments
would join the movement. 23 The resulting partnership became a viable alliance with
representatives from the two organizations meeting prior to each Legislative session to
coordinate their efforts in deciding procedures and contacting key legislators. 24 The
additional pressure placed on wavering legislators by police lobbyists together with the
experience and organization of Texas firemen assured the passage of the bill in the 1947
session of the Legislature.
Once the objective of the police reform movement became known, the Association
found itself in direct conflict with city authorities. The administration did not officially
admonish members of the Association and since the Association was a state chartered
corporation the chance of obtaining its disbandment was remote. Instead, indirect
pressure was exerted through the police department hierarchy. Since most ranking
officers owed their positions to political appointments they found the continuation of the
status quo to their advantage and refrained from actively participating in the movement.
Those ranking officers who opposed the Association resorted to various techniques to
hinder its activities. Rumors that officers belonging to the Association would be dismissed
was one of several methods used to dissuade officers from continuing their membership in
the organization. Another approach was to label the members as radicals who intended to
extort concessions from the city by disrupting police service through strikes. Some critics
of the reform movement were sincere in their fear of radicalism but, as later developments
revealed, their fears were generally rooted more in the possibility of losing political
patronage. Other efforts were made to disrupt the organization by hindering members
from attending the meetings by reassigning work schedules. To counteract these tactics
Association meetings were held at two different times to accommodate men on the various
shifts. Some meetings. involving policy decisions, were held clandestinely so a<; to keep
the plans of the Association secret. Another method to avoid possible retaliation was for
officers to pay their dues but request that their names not be placed on the membership
list. ~s Attempts to discourage membership were a failure and within a year a majority of
the department's rank and file as well as a few ranking officers claimed membership in the
organization.
Proselytizing efforts by the Association to stimulate support for the state civil service
bill met with varying degrees of success. As news of the reform movement became known,
interest among other police departments was aroused. Requests were made for
representatives from the Houston Association to be sent out to explain its program and
objectives. In other instances the Association took the initiative and sent out speakers to
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convert the departments in neighboring towns. Among the first cities where associations
were formed were Abilene, Austin, Fort Worth, San Antonio, Sweetwater, and Waco.

Not all cities welcomed the possibility of having Associations formed in their own
police departments orofthe possible enactment ofa state controlled civil service. Officials
in some towns looked upon representatives of the Houston Association as dangerous
radicals and trouble makers and their appearance in towns sometimes provoked hostile
receptions. In Midland, Texas, for example, the police chief threatened "to turn the dogs
loose" on the unwelcomed visitors if they did not leave town at once. A milder response
occurred in Dallas where the chiefofpolice simply ordered the doors of the police building
locked when he learned that Dallas policemen planned to use the assembly room to meet
with representatives from the Houston Association. 26
Opposition to the proposed law was most strenuously voiced by Houston officials
who found support from their colleagues in Dallas and Fort Worth. The argument
advanced by the municipalities was that state civil service would infringe on the home rule
amendment of the State Constitution by depriving municipal officials of control over local
affairs_ Houston city attorney George Neal, after studying the implication of a state civil
service, concluded that the city council and mayor would "lose all control of the . . police
department. , ." and recommended a concerted effort by the city to defeat the measure.
Shortly after Neal's recommendation a city council resolution was passed, charging that
the law would, if enacted, "deprive the city of Houston of local self·government and the
right of self-determination as to purely local affairs and is a further attempt by the State
Legislature to concentrate in the State government powers pertaining to local matters
which, under our democratic form of government, inherently belong to local governing
bodies."27 This view was shared by the League of Texas Municipalities, which also
viewed the law a1> a dangerous centralization of power in the hands of Austin legislators.
Spokesmen for the League also feared that cities would be burdened with expensive
pension systems, minimum salary scales and other benefits for police and firemen. A
similar concern for the loss of home rule was expressed by Houston's leading newspapers.
The Chronicle discerned, for example, a similarity between the encroachment by the
Federal government in state affairs and the infringement of local home rule by the state. 28
The charge by city officials that local self-government was at stake was not taken
seriously by those knowledgeable about the administration of the police department under
municipal civil service. As if to contradict their own argument, the city council voted
unanimously to reject a compromise ordinance offered by Clyde Fitzgerald, the council's
one dissenting member. The provisions of the proposed ordinance provided severe
penalties for any violation of civil service regulations and gave police officers the right to
have appeals triedde novo in the District Court. 29 Although the ordinance would not have
eliminated the arbitrary control exercised by the city council over the enactment of civil
service regulations. it did offer one definite advantage. Police officers would have secured
the right to appeal their cases to the district court which had previously been obstructed by
the civil service rule that appeals could only be initiated after providing evidence that the
Commission had acted with gross negligence. Mayor Holcombe vigorously opposed the
ordinance, asserting that guaranteed access to the courts would allow the district court to
dictate to [he city whom it could employ or dismiss_ 30 Veto of the ordinance by the mayor
and city council gave credence to the assertion by the proponents of state civil service that
the issue at stake was political rule, not home rule. The charade maintained by the
administration throughout the campaign against state civil service was clearly
demonstrated in October. 1947, when the mayor, following passage of the law in the
Legislature in June, acted to "pack" the police department with his supporters before the
new law could be implemented. Proceeding with secrecy and haste the Civil Service
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Commi!'l~ion, acting on cue from the administration, authorized the promotions of
seventeen police officers approved by Holcombe and Chief of Police B. W. Payne,31

Passage of the state civil service bill in the Legislature followed a series of sharp
debates between Police and Fire Association lobbyists, their liberal legislative allies and
representatives of the municipalities. supported by conservative legislative members. The
alliance of the police and liberals in the reform movement severed the customary ties
between the former and the conservative rurallegislatol'"S and marked a sharp departure in
police policy, Traditionally, the police depended upon conservatives to support strict law
enforcement, but now it was the resistance of conservabve legislators who endangered the
objectives of the police reform program. Resistance to state civil service disrupted the
relationship. Although in subsequ'ent years the police and conservative members of the
Legislature re-established their traditional ties, police lobbyists could never resume the
role of the ever faithful suitor which the police had once played. In seeking legislation to
promote the professional status of police service or improve the career benefits of police
officers, police lobbyists found that in these vital areas their hopes for success resided with
the liberal, reform minded legislators. 32 The struggle for the passage of civil service law,
heated and at times emotional, clearly placed the police at odds with those political
interests which they had traditionally courted but which they now found united with the
municipalities in attacking legislation crucial to the development of a professional police
service.
The clash of interests became most volatile during the public hearings of the Senate
and House committees in February, 1947 with Houston spokesmen, both for and against
the bill, dominating the debates. Houston councilman James S. Griffith was selected as
chairman of the forces opposing the bill. Opposition to the bill was voiced by a Houston
delegation headed by city attorney George D. Neal, assistant city attorney George Eddy
and councilmen Tom Needham and James S. Bailey. Representative Carleton Moore of
Houston, sponsor of the bill in the House and a consistant supporter of the interests of
policemen and firemen, was the leading spokesman for the bill. T. C. Christian, a director
in the Houston Police Officers Association, represented the organization's 420 members
at the hearings. 33
The debates centered on the two issues of home rule and political patronage. City
attorney Neal reiterated the charge contained in the city council resolution of February 18
that the bill was an effort to undermine the authority of municipal officials over local
matters. Eddy claimed that Houston already had a satisfactorily operating civil service
system and did not require state legislation. Supporters of the bill were charged with
"wanting not job security. but job perpetuation without responsibility." Witnesses for the
bill from Houston and other municipalities hammered at the abuses which existed under
municipal civil service and cited examples of political favoritism to substantiate their claim
that political spoilsmenship was at stake and not home rule. At one point in the debates
Moore exhibited a detailed list of names and service records of Houston police officers
who had been demoted following the mayoral election of 1946.1 n three outstanding cases,
Moore pointed out that two inspectors of police had been demoted to lieutenants and a
third to an office clerk. Moore then charged that the only opponents of state civil service
were '·those sucking the teat of the public treasury." So emotionaJ became the issue that
Moore alledged that he was threatened by a Houston city official. 34
The verbal exchanges during the committee hearings provided a public forum for the
issues involved, but it was the parliamentary maneuvering behind the scenes which
decided the fate of the bill. Passage of the bill remained uncertain despite the cooperative
efforts of police and fire association lobbyists. Numerous amendments were added in the
House and Senate and several sections of the original bill were deleted as legislators
struggled to produce a compromise law which would, to some extent, satisfy the demands
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of both sides. The most controversial amendment was the local option proviso which
attempted to appease city officials who claimed the law would jeopardize home rule. The
local option requirement made local referendum elections mandatory in all the
municipalities affected by the law ninety days after its enactment. By this means volers
were given the option of either rejecting or approving the law. Under pressure from
municipal authorities, a section was also added that the law, after being in effect for at least
five years, could be repealed in a special referendum if the voters decided to reject the
measure. Moore and his supporters managed to persuade House Committee members to
reverse themselves on the local option section, but the Senate Committee by a narrow
margin retained it in their version of the bill and it was accepted rather than risk rejection of
the whole bilJ.35 The local option requirement did not hinder its enactment in Houston.
Following a local campaign by police officers to explain to the public the advantage of the
bill, the voters approved the measure by a 6,000 vote margin in a referendum held on
January 31, 1948. The civil service provisions of the city charter pertaining to policemen
and firemen were repealed and state civil service regulations became effective. 36
The law provided the police with two main objectives of the police reform
movement-freedom from the demoralizing effects of political patronage and guaranteed
access to the courts. Under the new law, police officers who were dissatisfied with
decisions of the Civil Service Commission were assured the right to have appeals tried de
novo in the District Court. The prior condition that the only grounds for appeal were the
gross negligence and prejudice of the Commission was eliminated. Under the de novo
proviso police officers were guaranteed trials in which all the details of their cases would
be reviewed by the court. In addition, District Court judges could no longer delay appeals
as they had done in the past. Cases involving appeals from police officers were ordered to
be advanced on the court docket of the District Court, taking preference over all other
cases.J1 With the passage of the state civil service law, the legal status of police officers
was at last brought into conformity with the principles of effective civil service, thereby
laying the foundation for responsible law enforcement.
Unlike the instability characteristic of the city civil service system, the state law
provided stability. Civil service regulations could no longer be altered by the simple
method of approving an ordinance or resolution. Changes under state control were
possible only by an act of the legislature which would effect all police departments under
the state law and would require their approval. Local political control of the department by
manipulating the civil service rules was therefore impossible. Procedures for filling
positions, assigning promotions, making suspensions or dismissals were all regulated
under state law. Active political participation, except for voting, was strictly prohibited.
Strikes were also forbidden.3~ Regulations governing the daily operation of the police
department, such as setting salaries, work shifts, and job classifications remained in the
hands of the city.
Enactment of the state civil service law was only the first success of the reform
movement but it was a crucial first step. Under the new law the police were freed from the
bondage of political control. With tenure of office and appointments regulated by a merit
system and protected by :-.tate law, police officers were able to look upon police service as
a permanent career rather than as a temporary occupation. The transition from occupation
to career was an essential prerequisite for professional development. Shifting their
attention from the immediate concern of holding ajob, policemen were now able to work
toward improving their professional status without fear of censure or retaliation from city
officials. With the formation of police associations in other municipalities a means was
provided for common action at the state level.
In 1950 the various associations were brought together into a state chartered
organization under the title of the Texas Municipal Police Association. Police lobbyists
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from Houston, acting under the auspice of the new statewide Association. were able to
sponsor and support legislation to improve the welfare of police officers and the quality of

police service. A major victory by the organization was scored in 1951 when police
lobbyists working in cooperation with reform minded state legislators were able to guide
through the legislature laws banning slot machines, policy games and punchcards. These
laws, by effectively undercutting the intluence of racketeers in financing political
campaign:j, eliminated the chief corrupting influence on the police. and contributed
significantly to the advancement of responsible law enforcement.
Since 1947 a host of bills have been enacted dealing with pensions, working hours and
most recently in 1965, a bill creating the Law Enforcement Officers Standard and
Education Commission. The law established for the first time an office to set professional
standards for municipal police departments in Texas. Creation of the Commission did
more than mark the continuing process of professionalization in police service. The
Commission commemorated the achievement of the police reformers who twenty years
before had rebelled against the degrading conditions imposed on the police department by
the spoils system. It is to their credit as aspiring professionals that police reform was an
inwardly motivated movement directed and organized by those charged with providing the
public with efficient and responsible law enforcement.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOGUY
by Bobby H. Johnson

The fall meeting of the East Texas Historical Association drew an estimated 100
persons to Nacogdoches on October 12. 1974. The program put together by Capt. Charles
Phillips came off magnificently, as evidenced by the warm response of the audience.
Views of early Texas highlighted the first sessions, with papers by Dr. Ralph A. Wooster
of Lamar University and Ronald C. Ellison of French High School. Wooster's paper
was entitled "East of the Trinity: Glimpses of East Texas in the Early 1850's," while
Ellison spoke on "'Texas Whigs and the Gubernatorial Election of 1853."
Two interesting topics emerged from the second session. Dr. Wayne Bell of the
School of Architecture at the University of Texas at Austin discussed "Texas
Architecture Mid-19th Century," complete with slides and expert commentary. M~.
Mary Pearson of Denton explained the County Records Inventory Project, a program
designed to catalog the tremendous store of documents and materials available in Texas
courthouses.
Dr. Marilyn M. Sibley of Houston charmed the luncheon meeting with a view of East
Texas "As Others Saw It, 1860~ 1865." Dr. Sibley's knowledge of this subject was drawn
from.her extensive research and writing on early Texas. Another feature of the luncheon
was the presentation of a gift and resolution honoring Ms. Mary Hendry, who served the
Association as office secretary for the past two years.
A new slate of officers was chosen at the business meeting. Heading the Associatiop.
as president will be Maury Darst of Galveston, who succeeds Dr. Robert S. Maxwe1l6f
Nacogdoches. Other officers are listed in the minutes, printed elsewhere in this issue of
the Journa/.
Members are urged to remember the Spring meeting to be held on March 22, 1975. at
Crockett.

Jefferson, Texas, continues to be one of the most historically-oriented communities in
the country. This is evident in the full slate of activities conducted by the Marion County
Historical Survey Committee and the group associated with the Excelsior House Hotel.
Their "Jefferson Revisited" program last fall further displayed the historical attractions of
the town. Those who missed this tour may make the annual Historical Pilgrimage May 3-5,
1975. This is an event worth the time of anyone interested in beautiful homes and Southern
hospitality.
Another aspect of Jefferson'~ proclivity to history is the project now underway by the
Junior Historians there. The group has recently acquired an old building known familiarly
as the one at "61 Dallas Street." Plans call for the restoration and preservation of the
historic old structure which has housed a Confederate hat factory and a saloon. Our hat is
off to these dedicated young people for their efforts to preserve the relics of the past.

Last fall we received word from Miss Marion Viccars of Pensacola, Florida,
concerning some maps which she had available for sale. They may be gone by now. but
Miss Viccars had an 1865 Johnson's map of Texas and an 1853 United States map.
Perhaps she still has them or other materials which may be of interest to our members. She
may be reached by mail at 190 Talladega Trail. Pensacola, Fla., 32506.
A similar service is available through Texas State Hi~Lorical Maps of San Angelo.
Their promotional literature describes a full array of historical products suitable for gifts.
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Their address is P. O. Drawer 3885. San Angelo. Texas 76901.
Trident Prints of New York City also offers graphic materials which may be of
intereSI to members of the Association. A new series of "Limited Edition" historical
prints is now available from the firm's office at I2S East 2Jrd Street in ew York Cit)'.
These prints. produced by designer Robert Stevenson. are silk·screened and deal wilh
various aspects of the American past. Some)5 prints will be released oYcr the nut two
years. culminating with the bicentennial celebration in 1976.

The Historic New Orleans alleelian. in cooperation wilh the Louisiana Historical
Association. has announced the creation of two awards for excellence in the writing of
Louisiana history. A $500 prize will be awarded for the best published work on a Louisiana
subject. A comparative topic in which anOlher state. or states. is used with Louisiana is
acceptable. A $100 prizc will also be awarded for the best manuscript by an unpublished
author on a Louisiana copic. Inquiries should bc sent to:
The General L. Kemper Williams Prizc Committee
c/o The Historic ew Orleans Collcction
533 Royal Street
New Orlean~. LA 70130

Members may be Interested in knowing that a Texas chapter of the Travel Research
Association was formed in 1974. The objective of the group is to serve as a forum and
clearinghouse for the exchange of ideas on travel and Lravel research. The membership fee
i~ 5. Intcrestcd person
hould address their inquiries to ~15. Barbara Kimes. Braniff
IntemationaJ, E.'(change Park. Dallas. Texas 75235.

TexfI.\ U"iqllt'.~, Atlliqt/es & Art. which bills itself as "pure entcrtuinment with a
nostalgic Texas touch:' is seeking subscriber'S. according to publi'Sher Robert F.
Alexander. It is a handsome publication dealing with a variety of topics. the April 1974
edition. for instance. carried a front page story on Jefferson. "the town that refuscd to
die:' ubseriptions arc SJ for l'Welve issues. The addres~ is 2711 Cedar Springs. Dallas.
Texas 75201.

The Nacogdoches County Historical Survey Committee. in collaboration with a class
in "!>hade tree management" taught by Dr. Victor K. Bilan of the SFA School of
Forestry. is sponsoring the restoration of a 200 year old oak Iree growing on the only
remaining Indian mound on Mound Street in acogdoches. ~Iany local citizen~ and
businesses have contributed funds and materials for the project.

•

The Te'(as Historical Commission has approved an histone landmark designalion for
the Millard·Lee hou!>e which was recently restored by Mrs. Lera Thomas of
Nacogdoches. It i the first of her five restorations at Millard's rossing 10 be so
designated.
Another restoration is also underway In acogdoche!>. Dr. nnd ~Irs. Arthur Speck,
new members of the ETHA. have acquired the Judge Bennett Blake homestead and are
re!>toring it with the c'(pcrl help of Charle A. Phillips. !>on of Capt. and Mrs. Charles K.
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Phillips. The home has been described as a "twice Victorianized

double~room

log

structure. ,.

The annual meeting of the Texas Historical Commission and Texas Historical
Foundation will be held in Nacogdoches October 23·25, 1975. More details will be
forthcoming at the spring meeting in Crockett.

The Monroe-Crook housein Crockett was officiall y reopened on November 10.1974,
after an extensive restoration. It was designated an Historic Texas Landmark in 1969.
This 1854 home of a relative of President Monroe also has been placed in the National
Register of Historic Places by the federal government.

ETHA members are encourged to make known to the secretary potential topics and
speakers for future meetings. They are also urged to submit news items faT this section of
the Journal. Remember that our deadlines are March I and October 1.

Members will be saddened to learn of the death last fall of Dr. Ben Green, the
well-known veterinarian who spoke at our Spring 1972 meeting in Commerce. He was the
author of Horse TradinR and other books.

The Journal will run a topical issue next year which will deal with Black history in
Texas. We have received a number of articles on this subject and we will make use of most
of them this way. Anyone interested in submitting a manuscript on Black Texans should
do so.
Larry J. Wygant, archivist of the Rosenberg Library in Galveston, writes that they
have just received several important acquisitions. The decendants of John Grant Tad
donated a 2000 item collection of Tad's papers which contains correspondence with Sam
Houston, Anson Jones, Reuben Potter, Memucan Hunt, Albert Sidney Johnston, Peter
W. Grayson, and Samuel May Williams. They have also received a collection of
memorabilia of Norman Hurd. He informs us that the Rosenberg Library has received a
matching grant from the AKBC that is being used to locate and copy all existing
architectural drawings by Nicholas J. Clayton, well known nineteenth century Galveston
arthitect. Anyone with knowledge of Clayton or a building designed by him is requested to
contact the Rosenberg Library.

-
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EAST TEXAS HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
MINUTES
FALL BOARD OF I>IRECTORS MEETING

October 12, 1974

Nacogdoches. Texas

Members attending: Dr. Robert S. Maxwell, Mrs. W. S. Terry, Mrs. E. H. Lasseter,
Miss Eliza Bishop, Dr. Ralph A. Wooster, Dr. Claude H. Hall, Capt. Charles K. Phillips,
Dr. Ralph Steen, Mr. Maury Darst, Dr. Archie P. McDonald, Mrs. TommieJanLowery.
1. The minutes of the Spring Meeting - 1974 were read by the secretary and approved
by the Board.

2. The current financial statement was read. Capt. Phillips made a motion that the
statement be approved, Miss Bishop made the second; and the Board approved.
3. Editor's Report
Dr. McDonald stated that theJournal has ample material to publish the next three
issues, but good articles are always needed. There are 353 Journal subscribers and 16
exchange members.
Letters were sent to presses interested in Texas topics offering advertising space at
the rate of$50per page $25 per half page. Threecompanies have responded, and these may
have advertisments in the spring issue.
Craftsman Printers, Inc. has bid $1166 on an 80 pageJournaf printing 600 copies.
This is the lowest bid and the working relationship with the company is very good. The
Board voted to accept this bid on a motion made by Miss Bishop with a second by Mr.
Darst.
There has been a complaint about a review published in theJournal Vol. II, NO.1.
Judge John H. Wood did not like the review by Nancy Bowen of the book T exa:-; Coastal
Bend: People and Places. The Journal has offered to print a 500 word defense ofthe book
and a rebuttal by the reviewer.
4. Mrs. Lasseter asked if it were possible to make the Journal type larger. If larger
print were used, there would have to be a reduction in material used. CapL Phillips moved
that the Journal print remain the same. A second to the motion was made by Mr. Darst,
and the Board approved.
5. President's Report
Dr. Maxwell reported on the success of the meeting held at the Big Thicket
Museum in Saratoga. The crowd was large. the weather good, and the program and tours
very informative.
6. Mrs. Lasseter asked for a report on the search for foundation funds to support the
Association. Dr. Wooster reported that the Rodger's Foundation was making no
commitments at present. There were no other reporb.
7. Mr. Darst reminded the members that no article had been chosen from thelnurnal
to receive the C. K. Chamberlain Award. A new committee, composed of Mr. Darst, as
chairman, Mrs. Terry. and Dr. Hall, was appointed by the president to chose an article for
the Award from Vol. 12.
8. A location for the Spring Meeting was left up to the President. At the noon
luncheon Dr. Maxwell reported that the Association had been asked to meet in Crockett,
on March 22, 1975.
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9. The Nominating Committee composed of Dr. Allan Ashcraft, chairman, Dr.
Joseph Devine. and Mrs. E. H. Lasseter presented the following slate of officers:
President - Maury Darst (Galveston)
1st Vice President - Charles K. Phillips (Nacogdoches)
2nd vice President - Claude H. Hall (Bryan)
3 years - Directors:
Frank H. Smyrl (Tyler)
Fred Tarpley (Commerce)
Lois Parker (Beaumont)
1 year
Sarah Jackson (Nacogdoches)

At the luncheon meeting the committee recommended the election of this slate,
Miss Eliza Bishop seconded the motion, and the entire membership approved.
10. Dr. Maxwell asked that a resolution of appreciation be read during the luncheon
meeting commending Mrs. Mary Hendry, the Journal office secretary for her cheerful
service to the organization. The resolution was read by Dr. Calvin Hines.
Respectfully submitted,
Tommie J an Lowery
Secretaryrrreasurer

The following books were received for noting:

The American Heritage Book ofGrcat Hh;toric Places. Edited by Richard M. Ketchum.
New York (American Heritage Publishing Company), 1973. Illustrations, index.
P. 288. $16.50
A beautiful book has come to our desk. The book describes itself best: "This
magnificently illustrated volume is both a new kind of history and a guide to the historic
riches that are to be seen in our own country.
Here, for the first time. is a pictorial of America in terms of the places where history
was made - places that you can visit today. More than 470 pictures (126 of them in full
color), with 100,000 words of narrative, put you on the scene where history actually
happened, tell you the story of our national past, and guide you to the most rewarding
places to visit.
The book is divided into nine geographic sections, each abundantly iUustrated with
rare photographs. eye-witness paintings, drawings, engravings, and sketches."
A companion volume, An American Heritage Guide,--Great Historic Places, lists
more than 1,000 sites in American where some important historical event occurred. It
covers all the areas administered by the National Park Service, including 44 National
Historic Sites, 47 National Monuments, II National Military Parks, 10 National
Cemeteries, 6 National Battlefields, and many National Historic Landmarks, State
Historic Sites and Memorials, and sites operated privately, for each of the 50 states. For
those planning to visit any American historic site, as part of the Bicentennial orju!>t for the
fun of it, these two volumes should prove interesting and helpful.

Recollections ofEarly Texas. Edited by John Holmes Jenkins, Ill. Foreword by J. Frank
Dobie. Austin (University of Texas Press), 1958,1973. P. 307. Biographical note,
Bibliography, Illustrations, index. $8.50.
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While he was still a student at Beaumont High School. John H. Jenkins prepared a
surprise for his parent - he collected and edited for publication the historical writing of
his frontiersman ancestor. John Holland Jenkins. That was in 1958. and in the year
following it became something of a classic for its kind of book. hence this reprinting. The
book details the life of Jenkins from his birth near Demopolis, Alabama through the family
migration 10 Texas before the revolution. the early call to manhood rorced by his father's
death. the loss of a step-father in the Alamo. and his own experiences in the revolutionary
army and in later years in the Bastrop region. Allhe urging of friends and family he wrote
Lhese Recollections which were first published in the BaslropAdvtflisef in 1884 and 1885.
John Jenkins has become one of Tuas' leading writers and publjshers. but this is still his
own interesting work.
PjClflf~ TOl/f. Edited by Norman Kotcher. Introduction by Lon Tinkle. New
York (Charles Scribner's Sons). 1973. P. 160. Illustrations. SI2.50.
Texas has inspired many different kinds of books. and here lately there have been a
car-load of picture books. This is one of the best. 11 has a lot going for it. including an
introduction by Lon Tinkle and the photographic eltpertise of the staff of the Texa
Highway Department. Tinkle. an English professor at SM U. book reviewer for the Dallas
Mortling tws. and author of several books on the state. has provided a moving piece of
writing in his introduction. It is pan history. pan analysis of the current scene. and part
braggodocio. 11 has much insight and a heap of heart. The illustrations. especially those in
color. are beautiful. Mo t of them are landscapes, carrying oul TinkJe's theme that it is
landed space that shapes Texans more than it is the other way around. I like particularly
one of his lines which seems toapture the spirit ofthestate: "Texas is a state to watch. it's
where a good piece of the action is." You can "watch" some of it in the e pages.

Texas. A

Legislalio" Mt'Ssages ofTire Chief Executi"e ofTexas. Edited by Price Daniel and James
C. Marlin. Auslin (Texas State Library), 1972. Appendeses. illustrations. index. P.
149.

When the Honorable Price Daniel, Justice of the Texas Supreme Court and former
.5. Senator and Governor. began preparation for his inaugural address as the state's
chief executive in 1957 he used a publication entitled Go"tfnofs' Mtssages, Coke 10 Ross
to see what others before him had said on similar occasions. Disappointed that aU of
Texas' governors' messages were not available in a single collection. Daniel began to
prepare one. Although the pressures of an active political career have delayed (he work, it
is no less welcome. This is volume one, 1835·1836, of what promises to be many. Several
people have assisted Daniel in the project. but Bob Bray. Mrs. Brad Smith. Dorman
Wilfrey. and especially J. C. Martin, Jr.• who arranged and edited the messages, are the
most significant. Daniel provided biographies for the three chief executives covered in
volume one. including Henry Smith. James W. Robinson. and David G. BurneL A
portrait accompanies each biography. When completed thi will be a most useful
collection for students of Texas history. especially those interested in political figures.

Texas Om Back. Sketches by Harry Anthony DeYoung, Text by Leon Hale. Austin
(Madrona Press). 1913. P. 68. Illustrations. $4.75.
Since most contemporary Texans are not more than two generations removed from
rural roots, it is unlikely that anyone who sees this little book will have trouble identifying
with its pencil drawings of outhouses. The outhouse, or privy, was an essential part of
living for generations of Texans (and others), and in its own way wa evidence or
civilization. Thomas Crap per nushed away its singular utilization when he invented the
chain pull water closet. but he couldn't eliminate it entirely from the landscape. Many still
remain. despite Ihe octupus-like sewage lines that stretch now to rural areas adjacent to
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urban centers, and the septic tank disposal method. De Young, a well known Chicago and
San Antonio artist in the 1930s, liked to sketch these out-back johns for reasons he took to
his grave in 1956. Leon Hale suggests his motivation was a strong sense of humor, because
he says there isjust something funny about these structures. Hale continues to be the only
writer in the southwest who can make yOli laugh with the printed word. His stories of
outhouses tickles your memories of past experiences. and DeYoung's sketches leave a
bitter-sweet reverie of days gone by.
A Child's History of Texa.\' Coloring Book. Text and Drawings by Sarah Jackson and
Mary Ann Patterson. Quanah (Norte x Press), 1974. P. 80. $2.00.
Sarah Jackson's earlier coloring book on Nacogdoches history was a success. It was
an interesting, fun, painless way to teach Nacogdoches youngsters about the history of
their community, whichjust happens to be one ofthe truly historic towns of the state. Now
Ms. Jackson has expanded her scope and provided a larger book which deals with a lot
more geography and will serve a larger audience. The entire history of Texas is presented
here, beginning with Indians and running through space men and the Astrodome. Every
important event in the state's past save your birthday is included. The text is accurate and
adequate to interest, but not too long for the juvenile. The line drawings suggest subjects
being discussed but leave room for creative coloring or embellishment by the young
readers. To order, write Nortex at box 120, Quanah, Texas 79252. And, if we could have
got ahold of some crayolas. we could of done a better job of noting this book.
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BOOK REVIEWS

The Texas Panhandle Frontier. By Frederick W. Rathjen. Austin (The University of
Texas Press), 1974. P. 249 Bibliography and index. $9.50.
Much has been written about the Texas Panhandle over the last half-century. Articles
and hooks dealing with virtually every facet of Panhandle history up to about 1900 have
appeared. But Fred Rathjen's Texas Panhandle Frontier is the first effort to synthesize
the Panhandle experience.
Regional history has long suffered at the hands of local antiquarians who have treated
their respective locales as isolated islands on the North American continent. Rathjen has
demonstrated that good regional history can be written by relating the region to the
national and international scenes. The author shows that the Panhandle was important as a
borderland buffer zone lying between the Spanish and the French. and between Mexicans
and Anglo-Americans. Although paleo-Indian cultures and the later Antelope Creek
Indians lived in the region, the white man traversed rather than settled the Panhandle.
Explorers from Coronado to Marcy crossed the region. Santa Fe tmders and California
gold-seekers followed the Canadian River en route to their destination. With the exception
of the Comancheros, those who attempted to trade with Comanches and Kiowas were
unsuccessful in their efforts to found trading posts there. Surveyors laid out possible
railroad routes across its surface, The buffalo hunters pursued their prey into the area, just
as U.S. soldiers entered the region temporarily in order to conquer the southern plains
Indians.
It is ironic that although the Panhandle was the homeland of some of the oldest
paleo-Indian cultures, it was among the very last to be settled by the white man. The
Mexican shepherds drove their flocks down the Canadian in the middle 1870s at about the
same time that cattlemen entered from the east. By 1880 only a handful of settlers,
cattlemen, and cowboys occupied the area. As late as 1900 the region had a population
density of only 0.R3 persons per square mile.
Rathjen has drawn upon manuscripts in the Earl Vanda.le Collection at the University
of Texas, government documents, unpublished graduate theses, numerous volumes of
secondary works and various interviews to weave together an excellent regional history.
He ably demonstrates that regional history need not be "provincial."
Donald E. Green
Central (Oklahoma) State
University
Travels In North America, 1822·1824. By Haul Wilhelm, Duke ofWurt1emberg. Translated by W. Robert Nitske. Edited by Savoie Lottinville. Norman (University of
Oklahoma Press), 1973, Originally published in German in 1835. Pp. xxxiv, 456.
Maps. Pictures. Bibliography. Index. $20.00.
This volume is the sixty-third to appear as a part of The American Exploration and
Travel Series published by the University of Oklahoma Press. W. Robert Nitskc, the
translator, is a native of Germany who ha<; co-authored a biography of Rudolph Djesel and
written technical automobile literature. The editor, Savoie LottinviIle, is a Regents
Professor Emeritus and Director Emeritlls of the University of Oklahoma Press and is the
founder of The American Exploration And Travel Series.
Paul Wilhelm, Duke ofWurttemberg. was a young German nobleman of twenty-five
who in 1822 arrived in the Western Hemisphere anxious to explore the geography and
wildlife ofthe fabled Trans-Mississippi West which was an area of profound interest to the
scientifically-inclined. adventurous, and curious of his age, After brief periods in New
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Orleans and Cuba, where he increased his knowledge of plant and animal life, Wilhelm
was ready to embark upon his journey into the American interior early in 1823,
The Duke, a nephew of King Friedrich of Wurttemberg, received an excellent
scientific education, due in large part to his uncle's personal concern and attention, and
after a military career of some eleven years he resigned to pursue the study of natural
science. By the time of his journey to America he was quite familiar with the literature of
the subject and with the published accounts of other explorers and scientists who had
traversed America's western regions and other areas of the Western Hemisphere.
Duke Paul set out in early 1823 accompanied by his body servant and traveled by
steamboat up the Mississippi River from New Orleans, and then on the Ohio to Louisville.
During this journey he collected information on military forts and Indian trading posts;
the names, languages, and situations of various Indian tribes; United StaLes-MexicanSpanish relationships west of the Mississippi River; and, particularly, the flora and
fauna of the region. He recorded the species he observed according to their scientific
designations.
Returning southward and then to St. Louis, Wilhelm encountered and was
well-treated and aided by the Choteaus and others of the famous French fur trading
empire. Traveling up the Missouri River via sail- and cordelle-driven fur boats, the Duke
encountered a varied assortment of French fur traders, American frontier types, and
several Indian tribes. His descriptions of the plants, animals, and human beings he
encountered compose, of course, the scientific meat of the account, but equally interesting
are his reactions and impressions as the young nobleman adjusts to wilderness conditions
and learns to accept and even embrace the values and practices of the frontier, even while
retaining his European societal connections and outlook. His account is thus one of
personal evolution as well as of happenings on the Missouri River from St. Louis to the
vicinity of present-day Chamberlain, South Dakota.
The Duke eventually made three trips to the Western Hemisphere and various other
scientific expeditions in other parts of the world. His account of this first journey was not
published in German until 1835, and this text, of which the present translation is the first
annotated edition to appear in any language, is quite rare. This edition is carefully
documented, both historically and scientifically, contains excellent illustrations, and is
handsomely-bound. It will be a welcome addition to the library of anyone interested in
early western American history, travels, geography, and natural science.
James E. Fickle
Memphis State University
The Diplomacy o/Annexation: Texas, Oregon and The Mexican War. By David M.
Pletcher. Columbia (The University of Missouri Press), 1973. P. 611. Maps,
bibliography, and index. 520.00.
Although several American historians havc dealt at length with the subject of
"Manifest Destiny", most notably Albert Weinburg, Frederick Merk, George Rives
and Justin H. Smith, a comprehensive study of the Oregon controversy, the Texas Question, California and the Mexican War has been lacking. The gap has now been filled most
effectively with the publication of David M. Pletcher's exhaustive monograph, The
Diplomacy of Annexatiun.
Professor Pletcher contends that the Texas Question, the Oregon dispute and the
Mexican War, being basically elements in a major balance of power contest involving not
just the United States, England and Mexico but France and Spain as well, should be
viewed collectively within the scope of mid-nineteenth century social, political and
economic alterations of international affairs. Thus the scope of this book extends well
beyond the bilateral friction generated between England and the United States over
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conflicting claims in the Oregon Country or that with Mexico over the annexation of Texas
and the drawing of a common border in the A meriean southwest. Heretofore, as the author
explains, the tendency to isolate these seemingly independent and unconnected
aberations. while resulting in significant scholarly contributions to the respective subject
matter, has simultaneously distorted the fact that each derives a portion of its causation, its
longeviety and its resolution from the other. Regardless of the site of the collision, whether
it was on the Columbia or on the Rio Grande, both soon transcended simple bickeringover
precedence or priority of claim, the validity of vol untary attachment or even the destiny of
the continent. Policy-makers in London and Paris reacted in a manner more suggestive of
the emergence ofa new European force and by their reactions vastly enlarged these issues
into a much more basic and mutually alarming consideration-the future international
relationship in the event the United States resolved these issues in so satisfactorily a
manner as to acquire a geo-political hegemony in North America.
At the outset the author disclaims any attempt to uncover a "slave conspiracy" or to
pillory James K. Polk for premeditatedly contriving a war with Mexico. His premise, to
the contrary, holds that it is "the duty to those who determine or carry out foreign
policy. . to secure their country's best interests in the most efficient and the safest
manner available to them." This is not to imply that the book is an apologia, but neither is it
an indictment. All too frequently the Mexican War has become the carrier for emotionally
fabricated conspiratorial theories with the results neither conclusive nor convincing. The
Oregon dispute has escaped the altention of these "plot theorists" only because its resolution was pacific. An objective, dispassionate treatment, such is as contained within
this book. should render the prejudiced works of the past all the more
inconsequential.
There is little new in the way of source material or interpretations to be found in
the book's background section, and only slightly moreso in the unit on the Texas question.
Somewhat engaging. however, in the description of the diplomatic machinations
of Britain and France in attempting to either deter Texas from seeking annexation
or to produce an unfavorable vote on that treaty in Washington. Of particular
interest is the author's examination of the development of the so-called "Diplomatic
Act," that curious device concoctcd between England and France which, had it
bcen implemented. would have permitted them the right of intervention in maintaining
the peace, independence and territorial integrity of Texas. That this demarche failed.
the author notes, was due not so much to anxiety lest the act hasten the much-feared
event but to the mutual resentment and suspicion over questions both European and
Asiatic which had developed between its two instigators.
The Mexican War, Plctchcr argues, stemmed not from plotting and skull-duggery, not
from the dispatch of Zachary Taylor into the disputed zone nor from a "manufactured"
conflict over annexation which would follow Texas into the Union. It came, instead, from
continued Mexican procrastination, the refusal to accept John Slidell's original
credentials, the reluctance on the part of any Mexican Government to enter into
negotiations which might be branded as treasonable, and from Polk's decision to increase
the pressure on Mexico so as to force that government into negotiations as had been done
successfully with the British over Oregon. General Zachary Taylor's army was not
originally intended as a "trigger."' but rather as a measure of Damoclean leverage. When
the Mexican Government gave no indication of thawing, and in fact adopted a more
inflexible stance, Polk, according to the author, decided "he must force the issue and
demand an immediate declaration of war, not only to maintain the strong front against
Mexico but also to confound the opposition at home." This decision, which numerous
historians have interpreted as premeditation, was arrived at as a last resort and was not the
decided-upon goal at the beginning of the crisis over Texas. Mexician bellicosity, the
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escalating incidents aIoeg the Rio Grande, the likelihood of British interference in
California, and indications that England was prepared to settle the Oregon question on
terms satisfactory to Polk, all convinced the President of the wisdom of his decision. And
curiously, in the author's opinion, the initial American vlctories at Palo Alto and Resaca
de la Palma hastened the amiable settlement ufthe Oregon Question by restraining those
British statesmen who anticipated American defeats and looked to the improvement of
England's position as a consequence.
While much ufthe remainder of the book has been treated at length previously, there
are some engaging comments on the Polk-Atocha-Mackenzie intrigue which involved the
return of Santa Anna to Mexico from his exile in CUba. Of particular interest is the
intricate relationship of English agents to this scheme, and others, which might have
resulted in the conclusion of a peace as reassuring to Britain as it was unfavorable to the
United States. Military operations, the conquest of California, the mission of Nicholas P.
Trist, and the "all of Mexico" movement are discussed in detail, but provide, with slight
exception, little that is surprising.
The book is both sound and scholarly. It is as much a work ofTexana as it is a study of
American diplomacy. 1t offers valuable insight into the formulation of British foreign
policy and illuminates many areas of domestic American politics. It is a must for every
library and imperative to the personal collection of the military scholar, the diplomatic
historian, the political scientist and the Texana buff.
Calvin W. Hines
Stephen F. Austin State University
The Mexican War, A Lithographic Record. by Ronnie C. Tyler. Austin (Texas State
Historical Association), 1973. P. 90, IlIustrationl'i, maps and index.
Many scholars place little historical value on non-literary evidence. Included in the
historians' list of doubtful sources are 19th century lithographic works offamous events.
Scenes of the Mexican War or other happenings are suspect, because of potential
inaccuracies in dress, architecture, topography and so forth. Dr. Ronnie C. Tyler, curator
of history at Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth, had dealt with the
problem of lithographs as a legitimate source of Mexican War documentation. The result
of his thorough research and analysis is the book, The Mexican War: A Lithographic
Recurd.
Dr. Tyler examined scores of lithographic works dealing with the Mexican Conflict.
The pictures encompass the entire warfrom the soldier's farewell, through the campaigns
of Taylor and Scott, to the final victory. From these numerous prints Tyler has chosen
fifty which he proceeds to analyze. Each lithograph is discussed with regard to accuracy of
the uniforms, men involved, topography and even local flora, Also written records are
used as a criteria for the pictures' veracity. The author compares and contrasts prints on
the same subject and then states which one he feels is most correct. From this side by side
analysis of lithographs, Tyler has detennined that two artists, Carl Nebel and George
Kendall are the leaders in accuracy.
One aspect of the author's research was perusal through books about the Mexican
War to discover how often historians used lithographs. He)liscovered that a number of
scholars had included the pictures in their publications. However, few of the authors used
the lithographs as serious historical sources.
One problem for the readeris the distribution of the lithographs. Most ofthe prints are
usually five to twenty pages away from the places where they are discussed. For example:
figure 22, discussed on page 30, is printed on page 40. Another picture appears on page 81,
but was dealt with on page 62. The result of such placement of the pictures is a frenzied
round of page flipping by the reader. Tfthe lithographs had been opposite their discussions
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or placed in a separate section. much time consuming searching would have been
eliminated.
The object of Tyler's treatise is to show that Mexican War lithographs are a legitimate
historical source and should be llsed in the same manner as documents with the usual
admission of strengths and weaknesses. The Mexican War: A Lithographic Record
achieves this goal with thoroughness and scholarship. The work is further enhanced
because it brings proper empha'iis to non-literary documents as historical evidence.
Daniel P. Friz
Gilmer. Texas
Robert S. Weddle. Plow-Horse em'ulry, The Caney Creek Boys aithe Thirty-Fourth
Texas. Austin, (Madrona Press). 1974, Pp. XVI, 62lO.l11ustrations $9.00.
The Caney Creek Boys of Fannin County comprised the majority of Company E,
34th Texas Cavalry Regiment, sometimes known as the 2nd Texas Partisans. This
regiment was commanded most of the Civil War by Colonel A. M. Alexander.
The story of the Plow-Horse Cavalry is built primarily around an exchange of
interesting letters between A. L. Nelms and his wife. Weddle uses the letters to good
effect, lacing them together with good concise accounts of the major actions in all three
theatres. The correspondence is rather voluminous and gives not only a private's version
of the war in the Trans-Mississippi, but also the trials and tribulations taking place on the
home front in Fannin County.
The author does a commendable piece of writing in discussing the problem of
Confederate deserters in the Trans-Mississippi and the back biting that existed between
generals Hindman, Pike and Holmes. This controversy seriously hampered the
Confederate efforts west of the Mississippi early in the war. The photographs are the
biggest asset of the hook, they are superb and worth the price of the volume alone.
The major shortcomings are a paucity of maps and the tendency to dwell at length on
rather obscure battles and incidents. For instance ten pages are spent on the minor battle
of Newtonia and twelve pages are devoted to the slrange case of Dr. Penwell.
Unfortunately there were few major battles of the war fought west of the Mississippi
so that few fighting reputations were made by either leaders or units. The Caney Creek
boys did participate in two of the hardest fought engagements of the war in the
west-Prairie Grove and Mansfield. In the latter battle, the Company from fannin
County made a heroic charge across an open field to break the Federal line.
The layout, type, binding, and paper used make the volume most attractive. This
book will be of particular interest to Civil War buffs and students of the Trans-Mississippi.
It is a fine additiun to unit histories of the Civil War.
Harold B. Simpson
Hill Junior College
Samuel Bell Maxey:A Biography. By Louise Horton. Austin (UniversityofTexas Press),
1974. PP. 222. Illustrations, bibliography, index. S1O.00.

Samuel Bell Maxey. West Point graduate, Mexican War veteran, and Civil War
general, was one of the numerous Brigadiers who represented states of the old
Confederacy in the United States Congress during the dozen or so years that followed the
end of Reconstruction. A native of Kentucky, Maxey migrated to Northeast Texas on the
eve of the Civil War. Here he was engaged in the practice of law when the outbreak of
hostilities occurred. Maxey was commissioned a colonel in the Confederate army but was
quickly advanced to brigadier general. While his war service was not spectacular, he did
serve capably first in Tennessee and Mississippi and later as commander of the Indian
Territory district.
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After the war Maxey returned to his home in Paris, Texas, and resumed the practice
of law. He wa!j especially active in Democratic party affairs in East Texas and opposed
any fusion with the Liberal Republicans led by Horace Greeley. He ran a poor third in a
Democratic convention to nominate a Congressman in his district in 1872, but in the spring
of 1875 was chosen by the legislature as United States Senator from Texas.
Maxey represented Texas in the United States Senate for two terms, 1875·1887.
During those years he generally voted with the conservative bloc of southerners labeled
the I, Redeemers." As a southwesterner he was keenly interested in Indian affairs, frontier
protection, and improved roads and transportation. While interested in tariff reform, he
opposed reform efforts in currency, ciVil service, and education. Like most of the southern
bn'gadiers, he supported railroad building and opposed the Greenback movement.
The author, Louise Horton, argues that "Maxey stood head and shoulders above any
other congressman from Texas during the years 1875 to 1887." lndeed, she believes that
Maxey's name "should be inscribed among the list of the great men of Texas, as are the
names of Sam Houston, Thomas J. Rusk, John Hemphill, and Ashbel Smith." Although
many readers will debate this evaluation, most will agree that Maxey was honest and fairly
capable. Refusing to wave the battle flag at former enemies or engage in fiery but
unproductive eloquence, Maxey did nevertheless gain the respect of his colleagues and
associates as a man of reason and deliberation.
The author has performed a service in carefully retracing Maxey's solid, if
unspectacular, career. She has based her work heavily upon primary sources, especially
the Maxey Papers in the Archives Division of the Texas State Library. She appears to be
familiar with the major secondary sources for the period; although she either ignores or
does not accept the Van Woodward interpretation of the Wormley-conference. Her book
will add to the growing literature on late nineteenth century Texas and Southern politics,
an area of historical investigation that until only recently was badly neglected.
Ralph A. Wooster
Lamar University
Soldiers uf Texas. By James M. Day, Lester N. Fitzhugh, Billy Mac Jones. Dayton
Kelley, Harold B. Simpson, Robert L. Wagner, and Dorman H. Winfrey. Waco
(Texian Press), 1973. P. 160. $12.00.

This is the tenth in the series of distinctive Texas history books published by the
Texian Press. The authors are not only seven of the outstanding contempord.ry Texan
historians, but each has worn the uniform of his country in wartime and ha!> endured the
hardship and danger of active military service. When they write about fighting men, their
personal experiences give validity to what they say.
Seven ~pecially commi~~ioned descriptive Texas artists depict the "citizen soldiers"
for each article. They are: Jack Bryant, Joe Ruiz Grandee, Bruce Marshall, Joe Rader
Roberts, Milton Rowcroft, Randy Steffen and Donald M. Vena.
Texas units in all the wars from 1836 to World War II are covered. (two for the Civil
War). They are Sam Houston's Army, Jack Hays' Texas Rangers, Hood's Texas
Brigade, Terry's Texas Rangers, Roosevelt's Rough Riders, the 90th infantr}" Division
(WW n, and the 36th"T·Patch" Division (WW II). The authors have lived with their
subjects for years. They know more of what they write about than anyone else.
This reviewer found "The Rough Riders" (The First Regiment of United States
Volunleer Cavalry) of "the forgotten war" of 1898 especially interesting because so little
is now remembered about this outfit. Not strictly a Texas regiment, it was included
because these troopers were mustered in and trained at San Antonio. The men and this war
were unique. As a veteran later wrote, "the only 1O~ Volunteer Army the world has ever
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known .. , the only war in history that has paid dividends. A war that was not fought to a
draw-we dictated the terms. We [the veterans] received no bonus, no war risk insurance,
no adjusted compensation, no vocational training, and no hospitalization until 1922,
twenty years after the war was over" .
It was a pleasure to read and savor each of the articles without having to tiptoe
through a multitude affootuates. With authors such as these no documentation is needed.
May the publisher continue the issuance of these deluxe Texas history books that provide
the historian and accomplished artist alike an opportunity to publish and at the same time
preserve in imperishable form our heritage and history.
Cooper K, Ragan
Houston, Texas
John Mcintosh Kell of the Raider Alabama. By Norman C. Delaney. University.
Alabama: (University of Alabama Press), 1973. Pp. 266. $8.50.
The Confederate Commerce Raider Alabama has facinated generations of
Americans since she commenced her spectacular career more than a century ago.
Generally writers have concentrated on her diplomatic, military, or economic significance
or else on her colorful commander, Raphael Semmes, Mr. Delaney has chosen another
approach to the saga of theA lubumu, by emphasizing the background and activities of her
executive or first officer, John Mcintosh Kell.
The Georgia-born Kell never held high command or executed any spectacular
exploits except as a subordinate. He was strictly a minor though valuable cog always
directed by some more dynamic figure. Yel the executive officer of a warship is an
important figure for it is his duty to carry out the captain's orders and to see that the ship is
ready to execute its mission. Therein lies the viture of this biography for it deals with Kell
as a man and as the officer charged by Semmes with attending to the routine and even
mundane duties of ship handling that made it possible for the A labama to become the
scourge of the United States Merchant Marine in the Civil War.
Born in 1823, Kell entered the United States Navy in 1841 and later spent two years at
the infant Naval Academy at Annapolis. During his two decades ofservice "underthe Old
Flag" Kell served as a junior officer on many of the United States Navy's best known
warships. participating in Mexican War operations in California waters and later in the
opening of Japan and China to American influence. A solid, reliable subordinate. Kell
served under most of the Navy's leading figures of the period and even survived one
nasty court martial without impairing his career. When seccession came. the Georgian
cast his lot with his native state in the Southern Confederacy. exercising minor commands until appointed as first officer of the SumLer and later theAlabama. As executive.
Kell served with Semmes from the initial escape of the SumLer to sea, all around the
world and finally to the bitter moment off the coast of France when the A labama was
destroyed.
After the War, Kell turned to planting and eventually became Adjutant-General of
Georgia, as well as acquiring some literary reputation for his Recollections ofa Naval Life
and several articles dealing with the Alabama. This biography adequately covers all
aspects of Kell's personal and professional life, with especially interesting data on
conditions in the U.S. Navy in the pre-Civil War era. The volume is based on solid
research, especially at Duke University and in the various relevant collections in the
National Archives. There are ten interesting illustrations covering various aspects of
Kelt's career plus a competent bibliography. This is a competent ifundramatic study of an
important secondary figure in American Naval History and has value to anyone interested
in the field.
O. Edward Cunningham
Tulane University
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Arming the Union: Small Arms in the Union Army. By Carl L. Davis. POft Washington,
New York (Kennikat Press), 1974. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $12.50.

As the literature of the American Civil war expands, greater attention is paid to the
fundamentals of war. We have enjoyed generous portions of biographies. monographs of
single battles, syntheses of the entire period, and personal narratives. Much of what has
been printed is of questionable value, except to its author, and we are becoming harder to
shock, or to revolutionize, in our thOught on the period. But occassionally a book comes
along which has the potential for just that. Carl L. Davis's Arming the Union is such a
book. Davis is probably the first historian to thoroughly study the Ordnance Bureau of the
Union army. and his results might not be so revolutionary as they are establishmentarian.
That is, what he really seems to be doing is disposing myth and imposing truth for the first
time.
In one sense, the topic is approached through the professional biographies of the
Bureau's four chiefs during the period of the war. The strengths and shortcomings of Col.
Henry Knox Craig, Gen. James Wolfe Ripley, Gen. George D. Ramsay, and Gen.
Alexander B. Dyer are aired, and it is obvious that it is from careful research in the
pertinent archival holdings. some of them for the first time. But the book really is about
arms, and the careers of the above mentioned administrators is always in the perspective
of their job. There are some interesting chapters here on the difficulties of the various
administrators in perceiving the ultimate demands of the war, of their troubles in securing
arms from foreign and domestic sources, of the internal struggle over the adoption of the
breechloader weapon, and a fine conclusion about the potential of the arms themselves.
Davis finds that the muzzle loaders were more effective, for instance, than their reputation
among the soldiers who were forced to use them wanted to admit, mostly because they
desired newer or fancier weapons. He finds that the Bureau did an admirable job when
its problems of staff size, administrative intetierence, and above all, the enormity of its
task is considered.
Davis's book will be controversial. In his favor will be the fact that he is notjusl a
hi....torian writing about arms; rather he is an arms expert who has used his considemble
professional skills to write about a subject of importance to the outcome of the Civil War.
It is an unbeatable combination.
Archie P. McDonald
Stephen F. Austin State University
Two Presidents: Abraham Uncoln and Jefferson Davis. By C.E. Gilbert. Introductions,
Highlights and Explanations by Tom Hudson. San Antonio: (fhe Naylor
Company), 1973. P. xxiii, 85. Photographs and index. $6.95.
Tom Hudson, nephew of the author, C.E. Gilbert, edited this reprint of his uncle's
book, originally published in 1927, and added an introduction and highlights on President
Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis, President and Commander-in-Chief of the
Confederate States of America. The work is one man's attempt to show the origin. cause
and conduct of the War Between the States, which, the editor admits, is extremely biased,
!'howing how Lincoln's decisions affected the outcome of the war.

Although the editor added an intrOduction and explanations, offset by bracket') within
the text, the study adds little of significance to what we already know from earlier writers
and from published memoirs, which the original writer apparently overlooked in his
golden years. It is the opinion of the reviewer that Hudson could have improved on his
explanations and footnotes, many of which are lacking in detail.
The author is also repetitious. For example, he twice attacks Lincoln's boyhood
associations, and likewise goes into two lengthy denunciations of the President's decision
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to "invade the South," and defend Fort Sumter, which Gilbert tries to show was due to a
rural and low cultural upbringing. Davis is pictured as a gracious, kind, and cultural
person who was loved by most all Southerners on a par with General Robert E. Lee.
Gilbert was a newsman in later life, having founded the Dallas. Time.~ Herald, and
used only a few scho)arly works on which to base his opinion. Only ten years old when the
Civil War ended. he apparently formed much of his opinion in his later years as did many
ex-Confedemtes and the sons and grandsons ofunreconstructed Rebels, a term the author
deplored.
The author occasionally makes intriguing assertions for which he offers little proof.
Among those assertions are that President Lincoln should have been held responsible for
the 13,700 dead at the infamous Andersonville Prison in Sumter County, Georgia, and not
Major Henry Wriz. the commandant. He resents the fact there were no Union officers
tried for "war crimes," while Wirz went to the gallows and Davis and members of his
cabinet spent up to two years in federal prisons for only enforcing their interpretation of
the U,S. Constitution.
There is no bibliography, but even more important for a reprint of an earlier work,
Hudson's notes are rarely critical and are also lacking for footnotes. The two photographs,
Lincoln and Davis, are of little help. Other than strictly a Southerner's view of the War,
the book is of very little use to the the Civil War historian.
Maury Darst
Galveston College
The Cattle-Trailing Industry: Between Supply and Demand, /866-/890. By Jimmy M.
Skaggs. Lawrence (The University Press of Kansas), 1973 ix, 173. Index, notes,
bibliography, and illustrations. $8.00.
After the Civil War Texans were in dire economic distress. But unlike their fellow
Confederates they had a valuable commodity, thousands of Texas longhorns, which
would alleviate some of the Reconstruction ills. Yet they faced the dilemma of driving
cattle to northern cities or of bringing the market to the state. They therefore struck a
happy medium by moving their herds to newly founded railroad towns in Kansas. As a
result the last great Cattle Kingdom-of the roundup and long drive-reached its zenith,
thereby creating "substantial profits" for "deft entrepreneurs." (p. 1)
In this thin monograph Professor Jimmy Skaggs of Wichita State University has not
presented any startling new information; instead, he has documented in detail the
business activities of several score individuals who were responsible for marketi~g over
3,000,000 beeves in twenty-five years. As a consequence such "hip-pocket businessmen"
as John Kritzer, Charles Goodnight, John Lytle, and Charles Schreiner profited
handsomely from their cattle-trailing ability. Others like the Blocker brothers combined
their skills and money with William Henry Jennings in a successful cattle transportation
agency. And still others like Eugene Millett, James Ellison, Dillard Fant, and George
Saunders extended their operations to ranching, trail contracting, or horse trading in order
to broaden their financial base. Either by opportune happenstance or by genius for
providing meat for Easterners they achieved both wealth and reputation.
In what obviously was a doctoral dissertation Skaggs has rendered a service by
gathering information which has been widely scattered. Through numerous biographical
sketches of cattle-trailing entrepreneurs he has shown the problems of this fleeting
business-estimations of profit and loss, salaries, Texas fever, quarantines, and breeded
stock. In tum, he has examined the politics which put forward and defeated a National
Trail resolution in Congress. But most important he has separated myth from realistic
business enterprise, for as Skaggs summarized: "For the most part, those individuals
associated prominently with the transportational phase of the range cattle industry seldom
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carried a gun, apparently never shot anyone, and rarely romanticized about their own
contribution," (p. 123)
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University

Victoria and the Mimbres Apache.~. By Dan L. Thrapp. Norman, Oklahoma (University
of Oklahoma Press), 1974. P. 314. Bibliography, nOles, & index $9.95.
In August of 1879, Victoria and a band of Mimbres (Warm Springs) Apaches bolted
their asylum on the Mescalero Reservation and began plundering southwestern New
Mexico. For twenty years the government had tried to locate the Mimbreftos on a
reservation and curb their forays into Mexico. In 1877 these Indians were moved
(unwisely) from their Black Range homeland to the sprawling San Carlos reserve in
Arizona. Finding conditions intolerable, Victoria and several other Mimbreno chiefs soon
fled back to New Mexico, settling at Mescalero. Hearing that he faced indictments in
Grant County, Victorio, although in his mid-fifties, gathered a heavily armed band and
returned to the BlacK Range. For over a year he raided along the New Mexico-Arizona
border and massacred several parties in Mexico. The end came in October of IR80, when
he and agroup of his followers were cornered and killed atTres Castillos, Chihuahua, by a
Mexican force.
In Victoria and the Mimbres Apaches, Dan Thrapp, author offourother boob about
the Apache wars, describes in fast moving, somewhat melodramatic prose the rise and fall
of ,; America's greatest guerilla fighter." In what is primarily a life and times study of the
plight of the Mimbres in the white man's world, Thrapp condemns the forces that drove
Victorio to the warpath, hoping a recital of them will"sting the conscience" of present day
Americans, With equal feeling he applauds the qualities that enabled the Mimbreno chief
to survive as long as he did. Although he casts his subject in a heroic mold, Thrapp's study
of Victorio will become the standard authority on the celebrated Apache.
The book may be divided into two parts. In the first 200 pages, the author comments
of the question of Victoria's nationality and describes the Apache world of his youth,
flashes back to Spanish and Mexican contact with the Mimbres, then covers in great detail
the administrations of the various Mimbres agents beginning in the 1850s.lo the remaining
1000r so pages, Thrapp focuses directly on Victorio, describing his attempts to find peace
and the military campaigns to bring him to bay. Important themes lace the narrative: the
close relations between the Mimbres and Chiricahua Apaches; the deep, on-going
Mexican and Apache hatred for each other; and the fumbling government policy over
reservations.
The narrative has certain weaknesses. Thrapp's biases occasionally appear. For
example, he depreciates John Cremony's statements as. frequently exaggerated, distorted.
and untrue (p. 76), then cites him for a character portrayal of General James H. Carleton
(p. 81). To characterize the General as "unencumbered by the slightest impulse toward
justice for the Indians" (p. 88) is hardly fair, in light of Carleton's attempts to establish a
church, a school, and a hospital on the Bosque Redondo Reservation. Additional research
on Victorio might have been possible: e.g., the Blazer Collection at the University of
Arizona has a delightful anecdote about Victoria pulling agent Samuel A. Russell's beard
during a heated argument. Thrapp's writing is clear but his use of such words as
"mes.saged" wrenches the story out of the language patterns of Victoria's day.
Victoria is a handsome volume, containing three dozen photographs and five maps.
Strangely. there are no pictures of the Mimbres agents, nor is there an indication of where
or when Victorio was photographed. Excellent footnotes and an extensive bibliography
enhance the volume. There is a good index, but all proper names do not appear---e.g.
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Jaquez (p. 253), and Blazer (p. 255). Thrapp's Victoria is a must fOT the student of the
Apache wars and will provide exciting reading for the Western historian.
Harwood P. Hinton
University of Arizona

Witchcraft in the Soulhwest: Spanish and lndjan Supernaturaliam on the Rio Grande. By
Marc Simmons. Flagstaff (Northland Press), 1974. P. 184. Illustrations. bibliography. $R.50.
Witchcraft in Europe and Salem, Massachusetts, has received attention from serious
scholars, but few have explored supernaturalism in the American southwest. Marc
Simmons. an authority on both the Hispanic and Indian heritage of New Mexico. has
produced a monograph on the development of witch lore in the villages along the upper Rio
Grande. This historical survey of sorcery relies on selected secondary sources and the
Spanish Archives of New Mexico, plus the less reliable, but fascinating oral histories and
newspaper accounts. Whether or not the black arts can be scientifically documented is
immaterial to Simmons, because a large segment of the population still relies on occultism
to explain events.
The Roman Catholic Church in Spain acted as a moderating influence during the
height of the "witch madness" between the fourteenth and eighteenth centuries. Although
the Inquisition actively sought out and punished heretics, the accusations against witches
were often rejected as delusions of hysterical and ignorant persons by those conducting
thorough and painstaking investigations. This ameliorating influence and reliance on legal
procedures traveled to the New World.
Prior to the arrival of the Spaniards, Indian sorcerers were held in esteem because of
their supernatural powers. The friars, however, soon attacked the witch doctors as tools of
Satan, finding them useful when explaining the abstractions of good and evil to converts.
Baptism was offered as salvation from the wicked rites ofthe wizards, and any opposition
to the missionaries was labeled the work of the Devil. By the eighteenth century, the friars
along the upper Rio Grande grew increasingly intolerant of the tribal medicine men,
claiming that the witch doctors used their powers against individual priests---an indication
that the frontier missionaries succumbed to local superstition. This fraility among the
clergy had the unfortunate effect of reinforcing native fears about bewitchment. Civil
authorities adhered to traditional, legal inquiry, and thus, the pueblos of New Mexico
avoided the excesses of New England.
Even today. many residents believe in the power of the evil·eye, were-animals, and
other supernatural beings. The author provides a plethora of examples as he examines
witchcraft among the Pueblo, Zuni, Navajo, Apache, and Hispanic residents in the north
and west of New Mexico.
While photographs of reputed witches taken between 18t{5 and 1895 enhances the
volume, the lack of an index hampers the reader who wants. to relocate a specific incident.
Simmons makes a valuable contribution in accumulating the folk tales of this area in a
pleasurably readable form.
Margaret L Henson
Houston Metropolitan Archives
David Lipscomb: A Journalist in Texa~', 1872. Edited by John L. Robinson. Quanah,
Texas (Nortex Offset Publications, Inc.), 1973 P. 5!'1 Frontispiece, preface. map,
biographical note, index. $4.95.
David Lip:o>comb was one of the most influential preachers for the southern wing of
the religious fellows.hip known as the "Restoration Movement," and his newspaper, the
Gospel Ad'llQcate, claimed to have the largest circulation of any religious periodical
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published south of the Mason-Dixon Line during the Reconstruction Period. Since the
"Restoration Movement" had no centralized power structure it did not experience the
divisive political turmoil suffered by most American denominations during the Civil War
period. However, between the war and 1906, the movement divided into two major wings.
the Disciples of Christ or Christian Church, located primarily in the North, and the
Church of Christ, concentrated in the South. Until recently the story of the southern wing
of this movement has been the province of church historians. but now, John L. Robinson,
who has previously published articles in historiography, Latin American, and military
history, has undertaken a biography of Lipscomb.
As a by-product ofthe biography Robinson has collected and edited a series of articles
taken from the Gospel Advocate concerning a missionary journey the preacher made to
Texas in 1872. Though most of his time was spent in the central portion of the state. the
evangelist visited such East Texas towns as Willis. Montgomery, Huntsville. Bryan.
Quitman, Mt. Pleasant. and DeKalb before returning to his home in Nashville.
Tennessee. This traveljournal suggests that Lipscomb was a sincere. dedicated individual
with a wry sence of humour whose perceptions of Texas reveal both depth and naivete.
Much of the narrative is spent in describing the geography of Texas, but the Tennessean
does comment on the movement of the cattlemen's frontier and the role of railroad
promotion in the development of Texas towns. In Fort Worth the traveler seemed
especially pleased with the "flourishing school" of "young bretheren A. and R. Clark,"
(p. 56) later Texas Christian University, but the Baptist experiment with coeducation at
their college in Waco was "of doubtful propriety," and would certainly result in "a
superticial standard of scholarship." (p. 25) Robinson has collected references to the
individual churches of Christ in the state and has grouped them in a special section which
documents some of the problems facing all denominations in Texas during the period
of Reconstruction.

It is a shame that such a pleasant book is marred by so many typographical errors
because it can be a valuable source document in a virtually unexplored area of Texas social
and intellectual history.
Keith L. King
San Jacinto College
Southwestern University /840-/96/. By Ralph Wood Jones. Austin (San Felipe Press).
1973. P. 373. $10.00.
In recent months histories of at least four Texas universities have been published,
including Baylor. Texas Christian. Lamar State, and Southwestern University. Dr. Ralph
Jones taught at Southwestern several years before going to the University of South
Alabama. His carefully researched history from 1840 to 1961 is an expansion of his
doctoral dissertation which reached a standard too seldom duplicated in the education field.
The first 113 pages present a detailed and adequate history of the "four root colleges"
which were finally merged into Southwestern. These were Rutersville. Wesleyan,
McKenzie and Soule. From 1865 to 1873 Soule operated the first medical school in Texas.
Yellow fever and financial problems caused Francis Asbury Mood. a newly elected
president of Soule to decide that it would be better for Texas Methodist to sponsor one
good university rather than have several weak schools each supported by a single
conference. Mood's diligence in getting approval for the "Texas University" (later
Southwestern) and the struggle to breathe life into the new school at Georgetown is
carefully reported. Of the twelve administrations dealt with in clear, chronological order
none appeared worthy of another forty pages as accorded the founder.
In 1898. after weathering the years of depression, Southwestern elevated a scientist, a
layman. a faculty member, Robert S. Hyer. to the presidency. He worked with x~rays
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before 1900 and pushed a creditable building program, including the present
administration building. Before 1910 three of five Rhodes Scholars from Texas attended
Southwestern. In 1910 President Hiram Boaz of Polytechnic College in Fort Worth urged
Dr. Hyer to work for a merger in Fort Worth. Talk of merger in a large city continued, and
Dallas made tempting offers which resulted in the creation of Southern Methodist
University. Southwestern was too well rooted in Georgetown to merge, but Hyer went to
S. M. U. Southwestern had a period of several presidents and various hardships from 1915
to 1942 while S.M.U. grew rapidly.
The dynamic Fort Worth minister, John N.R. Score, took the helm in 1942 and met
problems of declining enrollment with Navy V 12 units. Thejuniorcollege branch program
involving Weatherford, Daniel Baker and Westminister was abandoned in 1949 (the
connection with Blinn College had ended during the Great Depression). Dr. Score was
able to increase endowments. start a substantial building progmm, and improve academic
proficiency. Mood and Score probably worked themselves into early graves, dying in
office at ages 54 and 53. While the first "found a college; Score left it a University."
President William Finch's administration (1949-1961) overcame a decline in
enrollment during the Korean War and completed Score's building program and initiated
his own. He left the University to become president of Vanderbilt's Divinity School, but
not before he had built an adequate and beautifully landscaped campus.
President Lawrence Durwood Fleming, a native Texan, like Score, had a strong
ministerial background. He had provided beuer housing and eating facilities, arranged
sabbaticals for faculty, and increased enrollments to over ROO. Someone will need to write
the story of the past twelve years as Jones really stopped his research in I%1 and added
only six pages about the current administration. His book is footnoted but lacks an index.
Southwestern celebrated her centennial in 1973, proudly boasting book c(,lllections from
former distinquished students including J. Frank Dobie and Ambassador Ed Clark.
Robert C. Cotner
University of Texas at Austin
Walt Coburn, Western Word WralJ,Rler: An Autobiography. By Walt Coburn. Foreword
by Walter Brennan. Flagstaff, Arizona (Northland Press), 1973. Pp. 254.
Bibliographical note. S8.50.
Loyal readers of the western adventure stories authored by Walt Coburn will surely
be disappointed with his last effort-an autobiography done after he was old and tired. As
a writer of western pulp, his success was phenomenal, but this review must evaluate his
autobiography rather than his earlier literary efforts. In short, it is long on sentimentality
and short on merit.
Walt Coburn, Western Word Wrangler: An Autobiography speeds through the years
1889-1971 at ajerky pace. The early years of Coburn's life get extm attention-the fondly
remembered times when he was growing up in Great Falls, Montana. That, in fact, may be
the only significant part of this work in that it gives an excellent description of the town and
region at the tum of the century. Some rather typical adventures are then recounted about
a young man's going away from home to enter college, followed by a few chapters about
the years in which the author found himself, at least financially.
For those who depend on the autobiography for an introduction to the earlierwritings
of Coburn, there will be further disappointment. Numerous references to western pulp
magazines and publishing companies are made, but the author reveals little of his litemry
struggles or successes. More is found in the brief two paragraphs kindly provided by the
editors at the end than Coburn provided in the whole of his book.
Walt Coburn brushed alongside things historic on a few occasions. In Great Falls he
lived but a few blocks from Charlie Russell, of whom he was aware and for whom he had
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much respect even at an early age. Moving to Arizona, he served for a time in Pancho
Villa's army and in the Army Air Corps. Finally, as a successful author, he came to hold
friendships with such personalities as Jack Dempsey, Ross Santee, and Walter Brennan,
but only brief glimpses of these and others are found herein.
Tojudge from comments made by those who knew him well. Walt Coburn must have
been an interesting man. Such is not revealed, however, by the autobiography. Billed as
"the exciting story of the king of western pulps," the book is anything but exciting. There
is a quality of romance throughout, but seldom either excitement or suspense appears.
Northland Press knows how to produce a handsome book, but the historian must
complain that the editors did not include an index. What little of value the book contains
can be gleaned only by reading through it all. The foreword contributed by Walter
Brennan, in warning the reader of Coburn's ultimate suicide, takes away much chance of
light or pleasant reading. The editors again did not help when they chose to include at the
end two rambling notes of an old man contemplating and apologizing in advance for his last
act.
Frank H. Smyrl
Tyler State College
To Pussess the Land: A Biography of Arthur Ruchford Manby. By Frank Waters.
Chicago (Swallow Press, Inc.), 1973. P. 287 Notes, sources, and index. $8.95.
This profile is the nineteenth book issued by Frank Waters, a prolific writer equally al
home in either Southwestern fiction or non-fiction. Rarely is a volume published which
will appeal to so many different groups, Environmentalists will acknowledge and
appreciate the book's publication in an excellent format of totally recycled paper-a
procedure that far too few American writers ever utilize. Historians will enjoy the
edition's brief, cogent style. told in an engrossing and brisk manner. Photographers will
approve of the book's excellent views captured on film and interspersed throughout the
story, as well as the outstanding reproductions of letters and typescripts thoughtfully
included for clarity. Cartographers will not overlook the fine map work necessary for
essential geographical citation. Finally, the author's thoughtful and lengthy inclusions of
footnotes, acknowledged sources, and a well organized index will please all of these
asssembled readers. Mr. Waters has clearly written a volume with "something for
everyone ..,
Arthur Manby came from a wealthy English lineage whose fame had spread from
native Buckinghamshire to points as distant as Australiaand Alaska. One ofoine children,
Manby demonstrated early in life a love for inland landscape rather than the traditional
British romance with the silver sea. Though educated in the arts and architectural
disciplines in Ireland, he became more interested in North America via the printed page.
Fascinated with the fabulously rich natural resources and opportunities in backward New
Mexico Territory, he selected himself to wrest some form of commercial profit from that
wilderness. He became known as a family black sheep who railed against all previous
modes of family decorum, and in 1883 embarked for the short grass buffalo plains,
determined to make money and a new name for himself.
For more than two decades, Manby poured his life and his dreams intoa wild 100,000
acre Spanish land tract near Taos. In a fascinating story of both history and character
personality, Waters depicts how Manby's unrestrained obsession for power so
overwhelmed him so as to use every available means to retain his grant-Whether legal or
otherwise.
The drama did not end until the morning before Independence Day, 1929, when a
U,S, Deputy Marshal from Santa Fe was called upon to investigate a murder at Don
Fernando de Taos. Whether the decapitated and pJJtresce body in the nineteen-room
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hacienda actually was that of Arthur Manby was an argument that raged for year~. Even
though the remains were exhumed and fe-examined the following month, many citizens
presented the contention that Manby was still alive, and frequently seen in the area in
fleeting glimpses, surmising that he had murdered someone and left them at his home.
Frank Waters has written an enthralling story of one of the West's tempestuous migrants
who envisioned a textured dream-only to see it crash ignominiously before his own eyes.
He is to be commended for this outstanding biography.
Staley Hitchcock
Shreveport, louisiana

SJrm1/berry Year.~: Recollections of a Runaway. By Max Strang. Cornelia, Georgia
('Ellanem Publishers), 1973. P. 91. $5.95.
The Reverend Max Strang, former Methodist Episcopal Church minister, of late
years serving in the Congregational ministry and now living in Demorest, Georgia, has
produced in this small book an interesting picture of life in rural Ea8t Texas as he lived it
with a prominent farm family in Starrville, Smith County, Texas from the time he was
seven years old in 1901 until he was 13 years of age in 1907.
In his preface he states that he has been urged by his wife and many others who had
heard parts of his story to put his recollections into permanent form and in this he has tried
to portray faithfully a way of life which impressed upon him values which have affected his
later life.
The title comes from his fondness, as a child, of strawberries, and he quotes John Jay
Chapman, "No words can convey the taste of a strawberry."
His father, minister and also publisher of a weekly newspaper in Texarkana, where
they moved when Max was four years old, was a stern disciplinarian with his four sons
who were left motherless when Max was six. Playing hooky from school became a way of
life for the boys. Before he was seven, Max had learned to set type and feed ajob press.
One day when he was seven, his father gave him a dollar and sent him out to buy
stmwberries for their evening meal. On his way home Max passed a tamale stand and
spent a nickel for a half-dozen tamales. This angered the father who refused to let Max
have any of the strawberries for dessert, and it led to the boy's decision to run away from
home. Even at so young an age Max felt that "a hand always above my shoulder pushed
me." Throughout the book he tells offeeting these strong influences and attributes them to
his mother who was directing his steps. He boarded a Cotton Belt train planning to visit
friends in Ashdown, Arkansas, but instead the train was bound south and he arrived in
Waco. After conferences between the conductor, the sheriff and Max's father, he was put
on a train to return to Texarkana. Fearing the lashing he would receive on his arrival home,
he got off the train in Tyler, slept in the jail there and was given free meals at a restaurant in
the rear of a saloon where he was found by a young man who asked him ifhe would like a
home. The boy was taken to the man's uncle who was losing his eyesight and needed
someone to help him around the farm. This proved to the greatest influence his life would
ever have for the uncle was Isaiah Nicholas Browning "one of the noblest men I have ever
known", patriarch of a large family, large landowner and prosperous farmer, who had
come from Mississippi in 1852 settling in Starrville, Smith County.
The family accepted him as one of their own, and the recollections of life with them
are wholesome and revealing of life on a huge farm in the early years of this century.
Readers will find tascinating the description of the Browning home whieh Max describes
as "the grandest house I had ever seen". His detailed description of it shining in the June
sun, brilliant in its white paint shows it to be an ideal place for a young motherless boy to
grow up in for the next six years,~
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The book ends abruptly with the boy's leaving the Browning family without
explanation when he was 13 years old, going to Dallas. finding a job with a printing
company and becoming reunited with his father who had remarried. His warm and cordial
relationship with the Browning family has continued across the years as he returns to the
community for commencement addresses, burials and other memorial occasions for this
family.
For an understanding oflife on a large farm with an outstanding family this small book
is a valuable contribution and provides entertaining reading.
Gen B. Lasseter (Mrs. E. H.)
Henderson, Texas
Interwoven: A Pioneer Chronic/e. By Sallie Reynolds Matthews. Austin (University of
Texas at Austin Press), 1974. P. 209. Index, $10.00.
Although previously published in limited editions, first in 1936 and subsequently in
1958 this third edition of Interwoven is the first time this important book has been readily
available tothe reading public. The story is an autobiography of Sallie Reynolds Matthews
and a chronicle of the "interweaving" of the Reynolds family and the Matthews family
through marriage and descendants. Consequently, it is a ripe source for infonnation of the
day to day incidents of the anglo-pioneers in the Shackelford County region. The powerful
narrative is a vivid portrayal of the joys and sorrows of the author and these two large
families. The book traces the heritage of their families from their arrival in West Texas in
1859 through the tum of the century. This time frame spans from the birth of Sallie
Reynolds Matthews in 1863 through the birth of her youngest child in 1899.
The narmtive is libemlly sprinkled with humorous recollections. The author was
extremely foresighted and had an understanding of life that was not restricted by provincialism. Although her older brother had fought on the side of the Confederacy, s1'le
denounces slavery, and although another brother was brutally killed by hostile Indians her
words are free of prejudices. The courageousness of her life style is reflected in the style of
her writing. Although she did not have more than an elementary level of formal education,
she wrote with a profound homespun wisdom.
This book is saturated with interesting tidbits of information. For example, when she
was describing the details of a particular cattle drive, she explained that some of the men
who watched the herd at night would put chewing tobacco in their eyes to keep themselves
from going to sleep and falling from their horses. She describes West Texas as being alive
with herds of lhousdands of majestic buffaloes before 1875. She reminds the historian that
the pioneer ranchers did not have permanent houses in her homeland because of the need
to constantly move the graze upon the "upon range".
Since this is a comprehensive report of the lives and environment of the early
anglo-settlers in West Texas, it is of significance to numerous fields of study . It is valuable
not only to the historian, but in addition. to the sociologist, architect, anthropologist,
agricultural scientist. home economist, and others. This book is more than a vibrant story
of West Texas during the last half of the nineteenth century. It is also an identification of
that noble and praiseworthy pioneering spirit which permeates every generation of mankind.
Duncan G. Muckelroy
Texas Historical Commission

Footnotes to History. By W. Ernest Thompson. San Antonio (fhe Naylor Company),
1973. P. 272. $7.95.
W. Ernest Thompson, in his Footnotes to History, reveals to the reader what he calls
"records stored away in my noggin," going back to about 1880, the time of his first
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childhood memories at his father's farm near Midway, on the Trinity River. The author's
life, while not exciting, has been interesting, as would be the case with almost any
observant person who has seen over ninety years of change in American life and known
quite a few prominent persons.
The book is most effective in the early part, where Mr. Thompson gives his recollections of life in Hillsboro, where he lived for some forty years. A lot of this is good social
history. He tells what the town looked like, captures the beauty of the old-fashioned
sloves, lard cans, and barbed wire sold in his father's hardward Slore, describes the food
the people ate and the clothes they wore. In short. he manages to evoke the sounds, the
smells, and the colors of small town life in Texas during the late nineteenth century. Such a
life had its charms but also its drawbacks. Those of us who are disenchanted with Plastic
America need to be reminded of some of the everyday realities ofthe Good Old Days: the
drafty houses, the narrow religious and social life, the unsanitary handling of milk and
meat, the medicine cabinet stocked with castor oil and calomel-and the backyard privy,
This latter institution Mr. Thompson deals with adequately in a couple of sentences:
[A] night sound that might awaken us was hearing some scavenger men cleaning
out the "Backhouse," which was done once a month. Though the garbage man
still has an unsavory job, it is not as bad as these men had.
In telling his story, Mr. Thompson chooses to "hop, skip, and jump through many of
the 33,397 days" that he remembers. This casual approach may have its advantages, but
occasionally the reader is somewhat confused, not always knowing for certain the time or
place the author is dealing with. In spite of this weakness in arrangement, many of the
incidents are effectively described. His boyhood impressions of the Chicago World's Fair
during the grim period ofthe Cleveland Panic, his college days at Southwestern University
in Georgetown, and his law student days at the University of Texas-all this is good
reading. One wishes he had told a few more things about the famous U. T. building B. Hall,
where this reader began his graduate career as a green teaching fellow about a quarter of a
century ago. But this is a small personal complaint.
The last part of the book, which Mr. Thompson devotes to biographical sketches of
well-known men like Melvin A. Traylor and Governor Jim Hogg, is not as original or as
entertaining as the first. These sketches contain a good deal of information that is not new,
as the author acknowledges. It should be remembered, however, that the men Mr.
Thompson is writing about have all influenced him in one way or another and thus are a
part of the story of his long and admirable life.
John Payne
Sam Houston State University

France and North America: Over Three Hundred Years oIDia/ague. Edited by Mathe'
Allain and Glenn Conrad. University of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette,
Louisiana. 1973. (Except FIN-DE-SIE'CLE: THE THIRD REPUBLIC
MAKES A NATION, copyrighted by Eugen Weber.) Illustrations. Index, P, 201.
From John Francis McDermott's opening essay, "French Pictorial Reporters of the
American Scene" to F. Roy Willis' "Image-Making in French Foreign Policy: Boches
and Yankees" which closes this "Proceedings of the First Symposium of French American Studies." this series of essays dealing with many diverse topics, holds the reader's
interest. There is much here for the humanist who finds cultural influences as determinants
in national attitudes; for the political scientist interested in the confrontations brought on
by changing power relationships; the legalist interested in the structure of society and the
place of law in determining national and personal relations. It goes without saying that
there is much here for the thoughtful modern historian who pertorce must have the same
interests.
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If there is a criticism to make, it is that the emphasis of the essays presented here is
primarily upon the sometimes vague and nebulous influence of the United States upon
France, with only occasional reference to the influence of France upon the United States.
Surely France has had significant influence upon the United States in areas other than law
and the neo-existentialism of Sartre and Camus,
All in all. though, the essays are worthwhile and should be a valuable adjunct to
materials llsed in both European and American history courses, particularly as they apply

to France.
ErtJ.Gum
University of Nebraska at Omaha

a Revolution: Woodrow Wilson's Executh'eAgents in Mexicu. By Larry D,
Hill. Baton Rouge (Louisiana State University Press), 1973. P. 372. Bibliography,
Preface, Index. $12.95.
The number of studies dealing with Woodrow Wilson's diplomatic efforts in Mexico
are legion. There have been so many if fact that one is tempted to ask if anything new can
possibly be written on the subject. LaITY D. Hill inEm;ssarie~·to a Revolution: Woodrow
Wilson's Executive Agents in Mexico has answered all doubters with an emphatic affirmative. What Mr. Hill has done, and done well, is to bring from the shadows the special
representatives that President Wilson sent to Mexico in an attempt to correct his selfproclaimed ignorance of the Mexican Revolution. While these men and their reports have
been mentioned in previolls works, no concerted effort has been made before to explain
why they were chosen, why they hav~ reached the conclusions they did, and the effect of
their conclusions on Wilson's policy toward Mexico. Without an understanding of these
men, Wilson's Mexican diplomacy cannot be understood.
Students of this period will already be familiar with the names of these executive
agents-William Bayard Hale, Reginaldo del Valle, John Lind, George C. Carothers,
Leon Canova, John Silliman, Paul Fuller, Hubert Hall, Duval West, and David Lawr~
ence. What the student may not know is their qualifications for being information gatherers in Mexico, what was expected of them, and their relative success or failure in living up
to these expectations. This is the great gap filled by this study. Each of them is covered
with a clarity and precision that belies the tremendous difficulties involved in making sense
out of actions that often appeared nonsensical. It is to Mr. Hill's credit that one can read
the book and leave it with a heightened appreciation of President Wilson's frustration, if
not an appreciation of his convoluted policy.
Emissarie.~ to

Obviously then this book is important for those interested in U.S. diplomatic history,
but it is much more than that. After all, the milieu in which these people operated was the
Mexican revolution itself, and some of the best writing and research in this study deals
with that revolution. Mr. Hill's descriptions and insights into one ofthe major upheavals of
this century and its figures are uniformly excellent. It is, then, a book that has a double
importance and should be read as carefully by students of Mexico as it is by students of the
United States.
Douglas F. McMillan
Stephen F. Austin State University
Family Historyfor Fun and Profit. By Vincent L. Jones, Arlen H. Eakle, and Mildred H.
Christensen. Salt Lake City, Utah, (Publishers Press), 1972. Pp. 291.
Through the years many professional historians and olhers from the world of ivy
lowers, have condescendingly viewed those engaged in genealogical research. To an
extent, part ofthis negalive perspective has been justifiable; many genealogists have little
or no research training and the results of their studies are often not documented and are
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unreliable. The authors of this splendid book have provided potential genealogists and
family historians with a valuable guide-a code of ethics. The study should also be a great
value to those already involved In substantive research.
Family History for Fun and Projit provides the reader with a step-by-step approach to
genealogical research. The book is filled with numerous examples of charts, calendars,
and work sheets. If a researcher follows the advice of the authors, hislher work will be
orderly, accurate, and thorough. A detailed introduction to using a library is given,
including superb explanations uftbe Dewey Decimal and the Library of Congress cataloging systems. A major strength of Family History for Fun and Profit is the comprehensive
bibliography.
Ironically, one of the book's primary assets may also be its greatest flaw. The
"deficiency" is the massive detail incorporated into the study. One wonders if the
beginner might decide, after reading about preliminary surveys, jurisdictional surveys,
particular surveys, post-research analysis, and institutional jurisdiction, that he/she is
embarking upon a project that perhaps might best be forgotten. The established family
historian will appreciate the minute detail, and the amateur will realize the immensity of
the research he/she is about to undertake.
Like most studies, Family HisIory for Fun and Profit contains minor errors. For
example, in explaining how the family can be organized in such a way that each member
will be assigned portions of responsibility, the authors refer to families with 9 or "only 5
children." (243) Many decades have passed since typical American families have averaged between 5 and 9 children. Too, one may question the authors' assumption that
"Rare is the family about which at least one history, printed or manuscript, does not
exist." (p. 44) These minor flaws, however, do not generally detract from this outstanding
work.

s. Bartley Brophy
Nacogdoches, Texas

